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Chapter 1
Overview of Lotus cc:Mail Advanced System Pack

About this guide

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Planning and Installation Guide provides the
following information:

 For new cc:Mail administrators 
An overview of cc:Mail™ concepts and products

Guidelines for determining the needs of your cc:Mail system

Guidelines for planning a complete cc:Mail system

Procedures for installing a cc:Mail post office and the cc:Mail
administrative, Internet, and user applications

For experienced cc:Mail administrators
A description of new features

See “Overview: Lotus cc:Mail” in this chapter.

Instructions for installing the cc:Mail Advanced System Pack 

See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System,“ and Chapter 6,
”Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications.”

Instructions for upgrading a cc:Mail system from earlier releases

See Chapter 7, “Converting Existing cc:Mail Post Offices.”
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Overview: Lotus cc:Mail

Lotus® cc:Mail Advanced System Pack is a complete messaging system that
lets cc:Mail users communicate with other cc:Mail users, and with users of
other messaging systems throughout the world. cc:Mail includes Internet
applications that let cc:Mail users access their cc:Mail Mailboxes through
the Internet. With cc:Mail, users can attach text, graphics, binary files, and
fax pages to their messages. cc:Mail includes all the administrative, Internet,
and user applications that you need to set up a complete cc:Mail advanced
messaging system.

cc:Mail Release 8.1 new features
Runs users’ rules on the server with Lotus cc:Mail Rule Agent

Accesses Internet-based address directories with Lotus cc:Mail LDAP
Connector

Supports international character sets in the Admin program with
Unicode

Provides Router for NT support for Novell SPX-based networks

Provides internal name-matching for Link to SMTP that builds and
dynamically updates the Address Translation Table, which routes
inbound SMTP messages to cc:Mail users

Supports Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 3.0 in cc:Mail
Web

Note See the “FAQ for Administrators” page on the cc:Mail Web site
for more information.

cc:Mail Release 8 new features
Provides a graphical user interface in Lotus cc:Mail Admin for
Windows to administer your cc:Mail Advanced System

Provides System Installation so you can easily install and set up a
complete server dedicated to cc:Mail (the Lotus cc:Mail Advanced
Messaging Server) 

Runs automatic maintenance on your post office

Runs Admin and the administrative utilities on Microsoft Windows NT
or Windows 95

Links to other messaging system with Lotus cc:Mail Link to SMTP
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Provides more Internet capability with Lotus cc:Mail for the World
Wide Web (cc:Mail Web™ ), Lotus cc:Mail POP3 Server, Lotus cc:Mail
IMAP Server, and Lotus Mail

Automatically imports user information from your NetWare directories
with Lotus cc:Mail Directory Services

cc:Mail Release 6 new features
Provides up to 4 gigabytes of message storage in the cc:Mail post office

Runs the administrative utilities 24 hours a day, 7 days a week without
shutting down the post office while users send and receive mail

Converts your cc:Mail system from earlier releases to Release 8 in
stages

Supports the universal naming convention (UNC) format, which
allows you to map to network drives by entering the server name and
location without using fixed drive-letter addresses for post offices

Supports code pages, which allows you to create post offices using the
character set of the language that you choose

Supports language sort orders, which sort the cc:Mail Directory in the
order native to the language that you select

Overview: cc:Mail documentation

The \DOC directory on the cc:Mail Release 8.1 CD-ROM contains
documentation in portable document format (.PDF). The directory also
contains Adobe Acrobat Reader for Windows, which you must install on
your hard-disk drive to read and print the .PDF files. Follow the
instructions in the README.TXT file to install Adobe Acrobat Reader. You
must have a PostScript printer to print the PDF files.

Note Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS User’s Guide and Lotus cc:Mail 
Release 6 for MS-DOS Release Notes are also available in ASCII format.
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In addition to this guide, the following documentation is included as
printed books. You can purchase additional copies of these books from
Lotus or your Lotus reseller.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide. This guide describes how
to set up, operate, maintain, and troubleshoot a cc:Mail Release 8.1
system. It describes how to use cc:Mail Admin for Window and how to
configure and use Lotus cc:Mail Router for NT, which transfers
messages and directory information between cc:Mail post offices and to
and from Lotus cc:Mail Mobile users. This guide also describes
connecting your cc:Mail system to the Internet and setting up and
running cc:Mail for the World Wide Web.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrative Utilities Parameters. This booklet
describes the parameters for running the administrative utilities used to
maintain and troubleshoot a cc:Mail post office.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Router for NT Parameters. This booklet describes
the parameters for running cc:Mail Router for NT.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 Import/Export User’s Guide. This guide describes
how to use cc:Mail Import/Export to send and receive messages or
Directories between post offices. In addition, the guide describes the
full user move (FUM) feature, which upgrades individual users to a
Release 6 or later release post office.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 Forms Getting Started with Sample Forms. This
guide provides an overview of cc:Mail Forms, which allows you to
create electronic forms that you can send and receive through e-mail,
together with instructions for installing cc:Mail Forms. It describes
sample forms that are included with cc:Mail Forms, and it provides
guidelines for designing new forms. The guide also includes
information about routing, database linking, setting up a tracking
database, using the object library, and customizing menus. 

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 Forms Tutorial. This tutorial helps you to
understand and use the various features of cc:Mail Forms and describes
how to design electronic forms. It also describes how to use the Forms
Filler, convert paper-based forms to electronic forms, customize forms,
modify properties of the various fields in forms, set up mail stops and
routing, and link databases. 

Lotus Organizer Release 2.1 for Windows Administrator’s Guide. This guide
provides information about how to plan, install, and set up Lotus
Organizer® for Windows, and how to maintain Organizer files on a
network.
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The following installation cards, which provide information about
installing and setting up certain applications:

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Advanced System Pack Quick Install Card

Lotus Mail Release 4.52 Installation and Setup Card

The following quick reference cards, which provide procedures for the
most frequently used tasks for the user applications:

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows Quick Reference Card

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows Quick Reference Card

Lotus Organizer Release 2.1 for Windows Quick Reference Card

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS Quick Reference Card

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for Macintosh Quick Reference Card

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS Quick Reference Card

Lotus Mail Release 4.5 Quick Reference Card

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 Rule Agent Quick Reference Card

The following documents are available only on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM;
however, you can purchase printed books of these documents from Lotus
or your Lotus reseller: 

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 Administrator’s Guide. This guide describes how to
set up, operate, maintain, and troubleshoot a cc:Mail Release 6 system.
It describes how to use cc:Mail Admin for DOS and OS/2, and how to
configure and use Router for DOS and OS/2, which transfer messages
and directory information between cc:Mail post offices and to and from
cc:Mail Mobile users.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows User’s Guide. This guide introduces
Windows users to cc:Mail and describes how to use cc:Mail Release 8
for Windows in a local area network (LAN) and in a Mobile connection
to exchange mail with other users.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows User’s Guide. This guide introduces
Windows users to cc:Mail and describes how to use cc:Mail Release 6
for Windows to exchange mail with other users.

Lotus cc:Mail Mobile Release 6 for Windows User’s Guide. This guide
introduces Windows users to cc:Mail Mobile and describes how to use
cc:Mail Mobile Release 6 in a Mobile connection to exchange mail with
other users.
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Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS User’s Guide. This guide introduces
MS-DOS users to cc:Mail and describes how to use cc:Mail for MS-DOS
to exchange mail with other users.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS User’s Guide. This guide introduces
OS/2 WPS users to cc:Mail and describes how to use cc:Mail for OS/2
WPS to exchange mail with other users.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for Macintosh User’s Guide. This guide introduces
Macintosh users to cc:Mail and describes how to use cc:Mail for
Macintosh to exchange mail with other users.

Lotus Organizer Release 2.1 for Windows Exploring Organizer. This guide
introduces you to the features of Organizer, and helps you to install and
use Organizer. 

Lotus Mail Release 4.5 User’s Guide. This guide introduces users to Lotus
Mail and describes how to use Lotus Mail to access a post office and to
exchange mail with other users.

Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 Forms Application Developer’s Guide. This guide
describes the basic concepts of Forms Designer, which is a tool for
creating electronic forms. This guide also provides procedures for
creating Forms templates, which define the content and layout of the
Forms documents in which users enter information.

LotusScript Release 3 Language Reference. This guide provides a
comprehensive summary of the LotusScript® language.

LotusScript Release 3 Programmer’s Guide. This guide provides a general
introduction to LotusScript, and describes the language’s basic building
blocks and how to use them to create applications.

For product sales or upgrade information, call Lotus cc:Mail Inside Sales at
800-448-2500 or your local reseller. Information about cc:Mail products is
also available on the World Wide Web at http://www.lotus.com. For
information about obtaining professional training for yourself or your
users, call Lotus CSG Customer Education Help Line at 800-346-6409.
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Overview: Conventions used in this guide

Convention Description and usage

Bold New terms and characters that you must type

Italic Book titles, variables in command-line syntax, and emphasis

UPPERCASE Command-line examples, file names, and parameters

Small capital
letters

Keys that you press
Examples: ESC, ENTER, F1, and CTRL.

Brackets ([ ]) Optional parameters that you enter in a command line

Note Important information

Tip A suggestion

Caution Possible negative consequences, including loss of data, of
performing or not performing an action

See Cross-references to topics in this guide or in other guides

See also Cross-references to additional information in this guide or in
other guides
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Overview: Referring to cc:Mail products

This guide uses the following conventions to refer to the cc:Mail products.
The complete name of the product is used the first time; a shorter name is
used subsequently.

This name Refers to

Release 6 or later release
post office

The post office used in Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 and
Lotus cc:Mail Release 8

Router Lotus cc:Mail Router for NT, DOS, and OS/2

Admin Lotus cc:Mail Admin for Windows, DOS, and
OS/2, and the administrative utilities

ADE Lotus cc:Mail Automatic Directory Exchange

Import/Export Lotus cc:Mail Import/Export

cc:Mail Directory Services Lotus cc:Mail Directory Services

Link to SMTP Lotus cc:Mail Link to SMTP

Rule Agent Lotus cc:Mail Rule Agent

cc:Mail Web Lotus cc:Mail for the World Wide Web

POP3 Server Lotus cc:Mail POP3 Server

IMAP Server Lotus cc:Mail IMAP Server

LDAP Connector Lotus cc:Mail LDAP Connector

cc:Mail Forms Lotus cc:Mail Forms

Organizer Lotus Organizer for Windows

VIM Lotus Vendor Independent Messaging
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Chapter 2
Understanding the cc:Mail System

Before you install cc:Mail, you must understand how cc:Mail works and
basic concepts and applications that help you set up, use, and administer
your cc:Mail system. 

This chapter helps you to understand the basic cc:Mail concepts, decide if
you need a single or a multiple post office system, and determine the
cc:Mail administrative, Internet, and user applications that you require.

See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System,” and Chapter 6,
“Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications” for information
about installing cc:Mail.

Overview: Running a cc:Mail system

To run cc:Mail, you must install a post office, administrative applications,
and user applications. To run the complete cc:Mail Advanced System Pack,
install the administrative, Internet, and user applications that you need.

cc:Mail provides all the applications that you need to help you build and
administer a single or multiple post office system that is connected to the
Internet. The following diagram illustrates a complete cc:Mail Advanced
System on a LAN.

LAN
cc:Mail user

 Internet

cc:Mail
Mobile user

cc:Mail Web user

Lotus Mail user
cc:Mail Advanced
Messaging Server

cc:Mail user cc:Mail user
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The cc:Mail Advanced Messaging Server runs on a Microsoft Windows NT
system and includes the following components: 

A cc:Mail post office

Admin

Router

Link to SMTP

cc:Mail Directory Services

cc:Mail Web

POP3 Server

IMAP Server

LDAP Connector

Rule Agent

cc:Mail users can use cc:Mail for Windows, cc:Mail for MS-DOS, cc:Mail for
OS/2, or cc:Mail for Macintosh, depending on the operating systems that
they use. cc:Mail Mobile users can use cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows or
other cc:Mail Mobile products.

Note You can also run cc:Mail administrative applications on Windows 95,
MS-DOS, and OS/2 operating systems.

Depending on the needs of your organization, you can install only the
applications that you need. You can also install separate applications on
different computers connected to your LAN. 

The following sections describe post office concepts, and the administrative,
Internet, and user applications that help you run a complete cc:Mail system.

See “Overview: System requirements” in Chapter 4 for the requirements
for the products described here.

Overview: cc:Mail post office concepts

A cc:Mail post office is a set of database files located on a network file
server or on the cc:Mail Advanced Messaging Server in a LAN. To run
cc:Mail, the server must support DOS, Version 3.1 or later, shared files, and
record locking. The following topics explain cc:Mail post office concepts:

Post office and Directory

A post office is the central repository for all cc:Mail messages. It
contains all the individual mailboxes for both local and cc:Mail Mobile
users, and for other post offices to which you connect directly. Each
post office has a mail Directory, which lists all the people, post offices,
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and gateways with which users exchange mail. Users select names from
the cc:Mail Directory when they address their messages. 

Local users connect to the post office through their LAN, and Mobile
users connect to the post office from remote locations. cc:Mail Web,
POP3 Server, IMAP Server, and Lotus Mail users can access their post
office through the Internet or an intranet.

Home post office refers to the post office where users have their
mailboxes. LAN-based users appear in the Directory as Local (L) users;
Mobile users appear as Remote (R) users. Mobile users who sometimes
log in to the LAN post office and sometimes call from a remote location
appear as Local users in the Directory. 

Current post office refers to the post office on which you are running
Admin or cc:Mail.

Remote post office refers to any post office other than your current or
home post office.

Message 

A message is the basic unit of exchange in the cc:Mail system. A
message can include file attachments such as text, graphics, sounds,
binary files, electronic forms, and fax pages.

Mailbox

A Mailbox contains all the messages for each user. Each user has a
Mailbox that might include the following containers:

An Inbox for messages received

Drafts for copies of messages in progress

Sent Mail, or Message Log, for copies of messages sent

Trash for deleted messages 

Folders for stored messages

Rules for rules for automated tasks

All Documents for all the messages and rules in a user’s Mailbox

Archives for messages on a user’s hard-disk drive

cc:Mail and post office administrators

cc:Mail distinguishes between a cc:Mail administrator and a post office
administrator. The cc:Mail administrator and the post office
administrator can be the same person.
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A post office administrator is a user who has access to the network and
knows the name, password, and location of the post office. The post
office administrator performs the following tasks:

Creates the cc:Mail system

Manages post offices by using Admin, the administrative utilities,
and other administrative applications

Assigns access rights to users to help manage post offices

A cc:Mail administrator is a local user who helps manage the post
office. The cc:Mail administrator is defined as the administrator in
Admin and performs the following tasks:

Receives messages about Router and ADE updates or failures while
logged in to cc:Mail

Receives bulletin board updates while logged in to cc:Mail

Deletes bulletin board messages

Overview: Single and multiple post offices

In a single post office system, one post office on a server connects all users
through their computers.

In a multiple post office system, many post offices are connected on a LAN
or a wide area network (WAN). The post offices communicate with one
another through cc:Mail Routers, which route messages between post
offices and connect Mobile users to a post office. 

OS/2

���
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The following example shows multiple post offices that are connected on a
LAN:

Note You must run Router on your cc:Mail Advanced Messaging Server
for your post offices to communicate with each other and with Mobile
users.

File server with a post office

File server with a post office

File server with a post office

cc:Mail Advanced Messaging
Server with a hub post office

File server with a post office

cc:Mail
usercc:Mail

user

cc:Mail
Mobile user
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Overview: cc:Mail administrative applications

cc:Mail allows you to set up a single post office on a LAN or multiple post
offices on a LAN or WAN. cc:Mail includes the following administrative
programs and features that help you set up, operate, maintain, and
troubleshoot a cc:Mail system on Windows NT, Windows 95, MS-DOS, and
OS/2 platforms:

Admin and the administrative utilities

Router

ADE

Import/Export

cc:Mail Directory Services

cc:Mail Forms

Organizer

VIM

Admin and the administrative utilities 
Admin can run on Windows NT, Windows 95, MS-DOS, and OS/2. Admin
lets you create post offices and manage post office information, such as
Directory entries, mailing lists, and bulletin boards. It also helps you to set
up and configure your post office profile.

The administrative utilities can run on Windows NT, Windows 95,
MS-DOS, and OS/2. They help you to maintain post offices, analyze post
offices for errors, reconcile post office inconsistencies, and reorganize post
offices to optimize disk space. Admin for Windows provides a graphical
user interface to simplify your cc:Mail administrative tasks.

Router for NT, DOS, and OS/2
Router routes messages between cc:Mail post offices and Mobile users and
their post offices. Router works over network bridges and through serial
connections. Router for NT and Router for OS/2 can support multiple
sessions of Router on the same computer.

Router enables you to perform the following tasks:

Control when and under what conditions messages are sent

Synchronize the Directories of multiple post offices by using ADE

Exchange messages between post offices on different types of networks
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Transport messages and Directory entries that are imported to, or
exported from, a post office by using Import/Export

Update Directories with changes generated by cc:Mail Directory
Services

Overview: Type 1 and Type 2 Router connections
Router supports two types of connections between post offices: 

A Type 1 Router connection

A Type 2 Router connection 

In a Type 1 Router connection, a single Router routes messages between
post offices on a LAN or remote post offices on a bridged LAN. Router
accesses the post office directly by mapping to a drive. Use a Type 1 Router
connection for LAN connections, which are faster and more reliable than
WAN connections.

cc:Mail usercc:Mail user

Network bridge 
or router

cc:Mail post office

cc:Mail Mobile user

cc:Mail user

cc:Mail Advanced
Messaging Server

Router
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In a Type 2 Router connection, Router on one LAN communicates directly
with Router on another LAN, which routes messages to the target post
offices. A Type 2 Router connection requires Router on each end of the
connection. Use a Type 2 Router connection for WAN and dial-up
connections to increase the reliability of data transmissions.

Note You can install Router on your cc:Mail Advanced Messaging Server
or on a dedicated PC.

A Type 2 Router connection supports a variety of transport protocols. A
single Router session can support all the different protocols for sending
messages. However, to listen to incoming calls, you require a Router
session for each transport protocol that you use. 

cc:Mail post office

cc:Mail user cc:Mail Router PC cc:Mail user

LAN

cc:Mail
Router PC

cc:Mail user

LAN

cc:Mail post office

cc:Mail Mobile user

cc:Mail post office cc:Mail post office
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The following table lists different transport types and interfaces, and
indicates their support in each type of Router: 

Transport type Interface Supported 
in Router 
for NT

Supported
in Router
for DOS

Supported 
in Router 
for OS/2

Dial-up
telephone
lines

- Asynchronous modems
- Microcom Network Protocol
  (MNP) modems 
- Callback modems
- Modem pools with Interrupt 14
   or Interrupt 6B support

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Serial
connections

- Null modems
- T1 lines (leased telephone lines)
- Digital dial system (DDS)
- Integrated Services Digital
  Network (ISDN)

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

PBX data
networks

- Network interface unit Yes Yes Yes

X.25 data
networks

- EiconCard without an
  asynchronous packet assembler/
  disassembler (PAD)
- Asynchronous local PAD
- Packet switching device or dial-up
  PAD (accessed by using dial-up
  telephone lines)

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Native
transport
packet
protocols

- TCP/IP-based networks
- Novell SPX-based networks
- Banyan SPP-based networks
 IBM APPC-based networks

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

You can optimize message traffic by using Router in the following ways:

Setting up multiple Routers on the same post office for high-volume
applications

Dedicating Routers to perform one task only

Installing backup Routers to assume the responsibilities of the primary
Router in case the communication line, the modem, or the Router fails
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ADE
The ADE feature in Admin and Router allows post offices to perform the
following tasks:

Keep track of new, deleted, and changed Directory entries

Inform one another about Directory updates

Ensure that all post offices and Mobile users in your cc:Mail system
contain identical Directory entries 

You can send Directory updates to specific post offices or to all post offices
in your cc:Mail system. You can update the following information by using
ADE:

Directory entries

Mailing list titles

Bulletin board titles

Bulletin board messages

You can use ADE to perform the following tasks:

Synchronize Directories between two post offices or between a post
office and Mobile users

Propagate Directory updates

Synchronize bulletin board contents

Overview: Synchronizing Directories
Synchronizing Directories with ADE is the process of sending a complete
copy of one post office Directory to another post office. Synchronizing two
post office Directories ensures that both post offices contain identical
Directory entries. To synchronize Directories between post offices, you can
either send a copy of one post office Directory to another post office, or you
can request from a post office a copy of its Directory. 

Note Since a complete copy of a post office Directory, which is
significantly large, is sent to another post office during synchronization, this
process takes longer than propagating Directory updates. 

Use synchronization in the following situations:

When you set up a new post office and want to initialize its Directory
by adding entries from another post office Directory

When you want to verify and maintain consistency between the
Directories of the post offices in your cc:Mail system
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Overview: Propagating Directory updates
Propagating Directory updates with ADE ensures that Directories are
synchronized between two post offices. When you make changes to a
Directory by using Admin, Import/Export, or cc:Mail Directory Services,
Admin creates an ADE message containing the changes. Router then
transfers the message to the target post offices and applies the updates. 

Only changes to the Directory are communicated between post offices
during propagation. Therefore, the messages are small, the ADE message
traffic is minimized, and the processing time is shorter than the time
required to synchronize two Directories.

Import/Export
You can use Import/Export to import messages and Directory entries into,
and export them out of, a cc:Mail post office. Use Import/Export to
perform the following tasks:

Import messages to, and export messages from, user accounts, post
office accounts, and bulletin boards

Import user names to, and export user names from, a database

Transfer users’ mailboxes from one post office to another

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 Import/Export User’s Guide.

cc:Mail Directory Services
You can use cc:Mail Directory Services to import user information to your
cc:Mail Directory from your Novell NetWare 3.1x bindery or Novell
NetWare 4.x NetWare Directory Services (NDS). Once you have set up
cc:Mail Directory Services, you can automate importing users to the cc:Mail
Directory in the following ways:

You can run cc:Mail Directory Services whenever you want to import
new users from the Novell network to the cc:Mail Directory.

You can schedule regular Directory importation with cc:Mail Router or
the NT Schedule service.

See cc:Mail Directory Services Help.

Rule Agent
Rule Agent lets users run certain cc:Mail user application rules unattended
on their post office. Users can disconnect from the post office and have their
rules continue to run on their incoming and existing mail. Rule Agent runs
as a Windows NT service.

See cc:Mail Rule Agent Help.
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cc:Mail Forms
cc:Mail Forms is a tool for creating customized electronic forms that can be
exchanged through e-mail between workgroups or across an enterprise. A
form has two elements:

A template, which defines the content and layout of a Forms document.
A template can include fields for text, bitmaps, links to databases,
formulas, electronic signatures, and routing addresses. Forms Designer
allows you to design Forms templates, which you can distribute to your
users.

A document, which is the data entry interface of a form. You can enter
data, create a pop-up note, and write an annotation with a red pen in a
document. Forms Designer Filler allows you to use the Forms
document and test the design of your Forms templates. Forms Desktop
Filler, which is integrated with cc:Mail for Windows, allows users to
enter data in the Forms document.

You can use Forms to gather information from one or more users or
sources, and then send the information by e-mail to other users or
destinations.

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 Forms Application Developer’s Guide, Lotus cc:Mail
Release 6 Forms Getting Started with Sample Forms, and Lotus cc:Mail Release 6
Forms Tutorial.

Organizer
Organizer helps your users to manage personal time, tasks, and
information. Organizer also integrates with cc:Mail to provide group
scheduling, which lets users schedule meetings with others in their group
or company by viewing busy and free time, sending meeting invitations,
and letting users respond to meeting invitations across a network. In
addition, it provides shared-calendaring capability, which lets multiple
users view and edit information in one file at the same time.

As the administrator, you must install and maintain the Organizer program
files on the server so that your users can use group scheduling and shared
calendaring.

Organizer is installed with cc:Mail for Windows. 

See Lotus Organizer Release 2.1 for Windows Administrator’s Guide and Lotus
Organizer Release 2.1 for Windows Exploring Organizer.

VIM
You can use the VIM interface to develop programs that enable you to send,
receive, or display mail within the application that you are running.
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Overview: cc:Mail Internet applications

The cc:Mail Advanced System Pack includes the following Internet
applications:

Link to SMTP
Link to SMTP is a Windows NT-based or Windows 95-based mail gateway
product. Link to SMTP allows cc:Mail users to exchange mail with users on
any mail system that supports the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).
With Release 8.1 Link to SMTP, you can automatically update the Address
Translation Table.cc:Mail Web

cc:Mail Web
cc:Mail Web allows cc:Mail users to access their home post office Mailboxes
from anywhere in the world through the Internet’s World Wide Web or
your organization’s internal intranet. cc:Mail Web allows your users to
perform the following tasks:

Access their cc:Mail Mailbox from anywhere in the world by using a
Web browser

Access their cc:Mail inboxes, folders, bulletin boards, personal address
books, and mailing lists

Read, send, reply to, and forward mail

POP3 Server
POP3 Server allows a POP3 client, such as Lotus Mail, to access a Mailbox
on a cc:Mail post office by using the POP3 protocol. Release 8.1 POP3
Server supports Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to ensure privacy when
communicating with other SSL-enabled products.

IMAP Server
IMAP Server allows any IMAP client to access a Mailbox on a cc:Mail 
post office by using the IMAP protocol. IMAP Server supports IMAP4rev1
(RFC 2060). Release 8.1 IMAP Server supports Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to
ensure privacy when communicating with other SSL-enabled products.

LDAP Connector
LDAP Connector allows users to search for Internet addresses in cc:Mail
Release 8 or later post office directories.
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Lotus Mail
Lotus Mail allows users to send and receive mail through an Internet
service provider or your organization’s internal intranet. Lotus Mail
supports the POP3 mail protocol and can be used to download mail from a
POP3-compliant mail server, such as POP3 Server or Notes™ Domino
Server.

Overview: cc:Mail user applications

cc:Mail includes user applications for Windows, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and
OS/2.

Your network operating system and the desktop operating system do not
have to be the same. For example, you can use cc:Mail for Windows on
your desktop when your network server runs on OS/2. 

See “Overview: System requirements” in Chapter 4.

cc:Mail for Windows 
cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows runs on Windows NT, Windows 95,
Windows 3.1, and Windows for Workgroups 3.11. It works with a Release 6
or later release post office. With cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows, you can
perform the following tasks: 

Access your post office by using a LAN or Mobile connection

Create and spell-check your messages

Send and receive messages, which can include any type of file
attachments

File your messages in folders and archives 

Create private mailing lists

Manage your messages automatically with rules

Run certain rules on the post office server by using Rule Agent

View virtually any type of file from within cc:Mail

Exchange electronic forms with other users

Manage group scheduling with Organizer 
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Use the VIM interface to develop programs that enable you to send,
receive, or display mail within the application that you are running

Note As part of installation, cc:Mail for Windows automatically
installs the VIM dynamic link libraries (DLLs) used by mail-enabled
applications.

Use cc:Mail Release 8 with any mail server that supports the Messaging
Applications Programming Interface (MAPI)

Synchronize your Mobile and LAN mailboxes so that both mailboxes
contain identical messages and folders

Synchronize your Mobile and LAN public and private Address Books
so that they contain identical addresses and mailing lists

Use any font, style, or size for your message text

Use Quick Bullets to add bulleted text to your messages

Delegate your mailbox to another cc:Mail user so that the delegated
user can manage your mail on your behalf

Group an original message with its replies so that you can follow mail
threads easily

Sort messages by category, such as date received, author, size, and
subject

Open a Web site from within a message, if you have a browser on your
computer

cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows runs on your LAN-based computer and lets
you exchange messages with other users. It works with a Release 6 and
later release post office as well as the earlier release post office. With cc:Mail
Release 6 for Windows, you can perform the following tasks:

Create and spell-check your messages

Send and receive messages, which can include any type of file
attachments

File your messages in folders and archives 

Create private mailing lists

Manage your messages automatically with rules 

View virtually any type of file from within cc:Mail

Exchange electronic forms with other users

Manage group scheduling with Organizer 
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Use the VIM interface to develop programs that enable you to send,
receive, or display mail within the application that you are running

Note As part of installation, cc:Mail for Windows automatically
installs the VIM dynamic link libraries (DLLs) used by mail-enabled
applications.

cc:Mail for MS-DOS 
cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS runs on your LAN-based computer and
allows you to exchange messages with other users. cc:Mail for MS-DOS
works with the Release 6 and later release post office as well as the earlier
release post office. It allows you to perform the following tasks:

Create and spell-check your messages

Send and receive messages, which can include any type of file
attachments

Include in the message a screen of information captured by using the
Snapshot feature 

File your messages in folders and archives 

Create and manage private mailing lists 

Get notification about new messages and view them while you run
other applications if you install TSRMAIL 

cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS runs on your LAN-based computer and
allows you to exchange messages with other users. It works with the
Release 6 and later release post office as well as the earlier release post
office. With cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS, you can perform the following
tasks:

Create and spell-check your messages

Send and receive messages, which can include any type of file
attachments

File your messages in folders and archives

Manage your messages automatically with rules

Receive notification of new messages received in folders and bulletin
boards
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cc:Mail for Macintosh
cc:Mail Release 6 for Macintosh runs on your LAN-based Macintosh
computer and lets you exchange messages with other users. It works with
the Release 6 and later release post office as well as the earlier release post
office. It allows you to perform the following tasks:

Create and spell-check your messages

Send and receive messages, which can include any type of file
attachments

File your messages in folders and archives 

Perform many e-mail tasks directly from the Macintosh Finder by
creating and using cc:Mail “droplets” 

Manage your messages automatically with rules

Run certain rules on the post office server by using Rule Agent 

View and print any type of file attachments 

Store your message in progress and message templates or forms that
you frequently use in the drafts folder 

Customize cc:Mail to meet your specific needs by using the Preferences
dialog box 

Build addresses for other mail delivery systems, such as X.400, Internet,
and fax, and store the addresses for easy access

cc:Mail Mobile
cc:Mail Mobile allows users to access their home post offices from a remote
location using Windows, MS-DOS, and Macintosh operating systems.
cc:Mail Mobile Release 6 for Windows works with the Release 6 and later
release post office as well as with an earlier release post office through a
Router Release 6 connection. cc:Mail Mobile for MS-DOS 
Release 3.4 and cc:Mail Mobile for Macintosh Release 2.03 can work with
the Release 6 and later release post office through a Release 6 Router
connection.

Note cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows can be used with the Release 6 or
later release post office in a Mobile connection.
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In addition to the features that cc:Mail for Windows provides, cc:Mail
Mobile Release 6 for Windows and cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows provide
the following features:

Let users communicate by using cellular telephones and other wireless
networks

Let users communicate over the Internet, an intranet, or through an
Internet service provider by using network protocols, such as Novell,
IPX/SPX, and TCP/IP

Let users automate connections by storing the settings for all of their
most frequently visited hotels, cities, and countries

Contain a list of country codes and dialing rules for AT&T, MCI, and
Sprint. 

Note To provide full support for your Release 8 Mobile users, make sure
that you install cc:Mail Router Release 6.01 or later on your post office.

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows User’s Guide, Lotus cc:Mail Mobile
Release 6 for Windows User’s Guide, Lotus cc:Mail Mobile Release 2 for Windows
Getting Started Guide, Lotus cc:Mail Mobile Release 2 for Macintosh User’s
Guide, and Lotus cc:Mail Mobile Release 3 for MS-DOS User’s Guide for
information about installing and using Mobile.

Overview: Lotus Notes and cc:Mail

Lotus Notes® is a groupware application with shared document databases
and electronic mail. cc:Mail users can exchange mail with Lotus Notes users
through a Mail Transfer Agent (MTA). The MTA allows you to perform the
following administrative tasks:

Automatically synchronize the Directories of the two mail systems

Let users of one mail program change to the other 

Transfer the contents from one mail database to the other
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Chapter 3
Planning a cc:Mail System

Planning a cc:Mail system involves determining the following
requirements: 

The Internet applications that you need

The number of post offices that you need

The post office configuration for routing messages

The ADE relationships for exchanging post office Directory information
between post offices

Your cc:Mail system requirements

See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements” for
determining the number and type of cc:Mail applications that you
require and their hardware and software requirements.

This chapter provides guidelines and tips for determining the number of
post offices that you require and configuring your post offices for routing
messages in a multiple post office system.

Overview: Determining the Internet applications that you need

When you plan a cc:Mail system, you must determine which Internet
applications you need. Consider the following information:

Link to SMTP allows you to exchange mail with other mail systems that
support SMTP. If your users send mail through the Internet or your
organization’s intranet, you must install Link to SMTP.

POP3 Server supports POP3 clients, such as Lotus Mail.

IMAP Server supports IMAP clients.

LDAP Connector provides access to your cc:Mail Directory, through
the Internet or through your intranet, for clients that support LDAP.

Lotus Mail, a POP3 mail client, lets users send and receive mail through
the Internet or through your intranet. To use Lotus Mail, you need a
POP3 Server and, to support an LDAP Directory, LDAP Connector. 

cc:Mail Web lets users access their home post office Mailboxes by using
any Web browser.
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Overview: Determining the number of post offices you require

When you plan a cc:Mail system, first determine the number of post offices
that you require. This depends on the number of users and the size of the
messages exchanged. cc:Mail does not have any inherent limitation on the
number of users, and cc:Mail post offices can support up to 4 gigabytes of
data. However, the following factors determine the number of post offices
that you require:

If you choose to place your cc:Mail post office on a network file server,
network operating systems limit the number of users per server.

If you choose to place your cc:Mail post office on the cc:Mail Advanced
Messaging Server, you might be limited by the size and performance of
your NT system.

Each user must be able to connect to the server with a post office on it.
If your users are connected to different servers, you require more than
one post office. 

Note You can have more than one post office on a server, depending
on the capacity of your server and the size of your post offices.

Tip A general rule for a large organization with several departments is to
have a post office for each department. 

If your organization is small, you might need only one post office. If your
organization expands in the future, you can expand your cc:Mail system
later by adding additional post offices.

Whether you are planning to install a single post office or multiple post
offices, it is important that you plan for future expansion of your cc:Mail
system. Consider the following situations when planning your current and
future post offices:

Adding more LAN users

Connecting to cc:Mail post offices on other LANs within your
organization

Connecting to other mail systems and the Internet

Adding remote users through cc:Mail Mobile

Determining the number of post offices you require
Follow the steps below to determine the number of post offices that you
require:

1. Determine the number of users who will have mailboxes on your post
office. 
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2. Check your network operating system documentation for limitations on
the number of users per server.

or

Check the limitations of your Windows NT system. 

3. Compare the number of users with the limitations of your system, and
calculate the number of post offices that you need. For example, if your
network operating system allows only 100 users to be connected to a
file server at a time and you have 150 users, you need a second post
office and a file server for it.

See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements,” and
Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System.”

Overview: Planning multiple post offices

When you plan a multiple post office system, you must perform these tasks
in the following order:

1. Configure your post offices for routing messages.

2. Define ADE relationships between post offices for exchanging
Directory updates and synchronizing Directory entries. 

The following sections describe the different types of message routing
configurations and ADE relationships to help you choose the configuration
that best suits your cc:Mail system.

Overview: Message routing configurations

A message routing configuration defines how to transfer a message from a
post office to its destination post office. It reflects the administrator’s
decision as to the most efficient way to transfer messages between post
offices. A message routing configuration is defined by the address of the
post offices. There are two basic message routing configurations:

A hub-spoke configuration, in which messages are routed through a
central post office

A direct connection configuration, in which post offices exchange
messages with one another directly 

Note The direct connection configuration was referred to as the
peer-to-peer configuration in earlier releases of cc:Mail. 

The following sections describe these two configurations and provide
recommendations for setting up a large and complex post office system. 
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Because it can be expanded, Lotus cc:Mail recommends that you use the
hub-spoke configuration.

A hub-spoke post office configuration
In a hub-spoke configuration, all the post offices are connected through a
hub post office where Router controls the message traffic and routes
messages between the spoke post offices. You can design a multilevel
configuration with intermediate hubs that have spoke post offices under
them. Messages are routed from the spoke post offices to their immediate
hub post offices until the address of the message is identified and delivered
to the target post office. Similarly, the intermediate hubs receive messages
from the central hub and route the messages to the spoke post offices. 

You require Router at the hub post office and, in the case of a multilevel
hub-spoke configuration, at each of the intermediate hub post offices. You
might require Router at the spoke post offices depending on your message
traffic. For example, to handle a high volume of messages between post
offices, you require a Router-to-Router connection.

A hub-spoke configuration is suitable for large post office systems on a
LAN or on bridged LANs. 

Choose a hub-spoke configuration if you expect your post office system to
expand. Begin your mail system by setting up a hub post office and
building around it.

Spoke 
post 
office

Message routing path from PO2 to PO3 and PO4

PO3

PO4PO2

Router

PO1
Hub post office
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Advantages of a hub-spoke configuration
This configuration is fully scaleable and allows multiple levels of hub
and spoke post offices. 

You have fewer connections to maintain than in a direct connection
configuration. If there are n post offices, you have to make 2(n–1)–1
connections to deliver all the messages. For example, if there are 4 post
offices, you have to make 5 connections to deliver all the messages. The
number of failed connections is minimal, since the total number of
connections is less than the total number of connections in a direct
connection configuration.

It requires only one Router at the hub post office in a LAN connection. 

The hub post office maintains a call list, which is a schedule of call
entries that regulates all connections made by Router. This simplifies
scheduling calls to other post offices.

You can set up a mail hub, which is a hub post office that contains the
mailing lists of all post offices under it and no local users. Setting up a
mail hub has the following advantages:

It increases the reliability of the hub post office, because only Router
accesses the hub post office, not users. 

It simplifies maintenance because the mail hub has no local users and
no local message traffic.

Disadvantages of a hub-spoke configuration
The message transfer is slower than in a direct connection
configuration. If the hub post office fails, the spoke post offices cannot
exchange mail; therefore, the hub post office must be reliable.

If there is only one Router, messages cannot be routed if that Router
fails. 

Solve this problem by installing a backup Router with the same call lists as
the primary computer running Router. The backup Router can assume the
responsibilities of the primary Router in case the primary Router fails.

A direct connection post office configuration
In a direct connection configuration, the post offices are connected to one
another directly. Messages from one post office are sent directly to the
target post offices. This configuration requires Router at each post office.
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Advantages of a direct connection configuration 
It ensures fast delivery of messages between individual post offices,
since messages are not routed through a hub post office. 

If one post office or Router in the system fails, you can still route mail
between the other post offices. 

Disadvantages of a direct connection configuration
It requires that you run Router at each post office.

You have more connections to maintain than in the hub-spoke
configuration. Since each post office connects directly to the other, if
you have n post offices, you have to make n(n–1) connections to deliver
all the messages. For example, if you have 4 post offices, you have to
make 12 connections to deliver all the messages.

You must run multiple sessions of Routers (Routers that make calls and
other Routers that listen to incoming messages) on each post office to
ensure successful connections. Consider a system with 10 post offices
and a single Router session on each post office. If 9 of the post offices
are trying to call the tenth one, and the tenth post office is trying to call
one of the other 9 post offices, all of the post offices get a busy signal
until the Router on the tenth post office pauses to listen for an incoming
call. Therefore, to eliminate busy signals, you require one Router for
each post office to make outgoing connections, and another Router for
each post office to listen to incoming calls.

Message routing path from PO2 to PO1, PO3, and PO4

Router

PO4

Router

PO2

Router

PO3

Router

PO1
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Each post office maintains its own call list, which complicates
scheduling calls on large cc:Mail systems with heavy traffic. 

You cannot add post offices to this configuration without increasing the
complexity of the cc:Mail system.

Overview: Configuring post offices for large mail systems

In a large and complex system, you can either configure the post offices as a
multilevel hub-spoke configuration or use a combination of both hub-spoke
and direct connection configurations.

In a multilevel hub-spoke configuration, you have one central hub post
office and many intermediate hub post offices. Each hub post office requires
Router.

You can also have one or more Routers running at the hub post offices,
depending on the message traffic. Router at the central hub post office polls
intermediate hubs; Routers at the intermediate hub post offices poll
messages from their spoke post offices.

Message routing path from PO7 to PO8 and PO13
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The central hub post office is connected to the intermediate hubs through a
Type 2 Router connection, which is a Router-to-Router connection of post
offices on a WAN. The intermediate hubs PO2 and PO4 are connected to
their spokes through a Type 1 Router connection, where one Router routes
messages between post offices on a LAN or a bridged LAN. The
intermediate hub PO3 is connected to its spoke post offices over a WAN;
therefore, these are Type 2 Router connections. 

Note You can have a Type 2 Router connection in a LAN.

See “Router for NT, DOS, and OS/2” in Chapter 2.

Use a multilevel hub-spoke configuration in large and complex LAN and
WAN mail systems. This configuration has all the advantages of a
hub-spoke configuration.

In a combined configuration, you can configure the LAN post offices as
hub-spoke and connect the hub post offices on the WAN directly. A post
office can be a hub post office in relation to one post office and a direct
connection post office in relation to another. For example, in the following
figure, PO1 is the hub post office for PO5, PO6, and PO7; it is directly
connected to PO2, PO3, and PO4. 
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Each hub post office requires a Router that calls other hub post offices
directly and polls messages from the spoke post offices. The directly
connected hub post offices use a Type 2 Router connection, and the
hub-spoke post offices use a Type 1 Router connection. The message
transfer between the hub post offices is fast, but you cannot expand this
configuration by adding another hub post office without making it very
complex.

Configuring your post offices
When you plan a multiple post office system, it is important that you
understand the different ways in which you can configure your post offices.
Follow these steps to configure your post offices: 

1. Analyze the message traffic in your mail system. 

2. Define a message routing configuration.

3. Keep the message traffic as local as possible to each post office. 

4. Draw a layout of your post offices as shown in this chapter.

Overview: ADE relationships

An ADE relationship defines the type of Directory information two post
offices exchange with each other. It reflects an understanding between two
post office administrators as to the Directory information each will send to
and accept from the other. An ADE relationship is established by setting the
propagation type for other post offices in the Directories of all the post
offices in the relationship. For example, an administrator who manages 10
post offices at one site would probably designate one post office, the hub
post office, as Superior, and the other nine post offices as subordinate.

Configuring the post offices in your cc:Mail system for exchanging
Directory information involves making the following decisions:

From where do you want to administer your post offices?

Which types of Directory updates do you want to propagate to each
post office?

See “ADE” in Chapter 2. 
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Overview: Concepts relevant to ADE

To understand the relationship between two post offices for exchanging
Directory updates, it is important that you understand the following
concepts:

Home post office
All types of data—names of users, names of post offices, bulletin board
titles, mailing list titles, and bulletin board messages—have a home post
office, which is defined as follows:

For names of users, the home post office is the post office where users
are Local (L) or Remote (R) users.

For aliases, the home post office is the post office where the alias is an L
or R user.

For bulletin board titles, the home post office is the post office that
created the title and that contains the propagation list associated with
the title.

For mailing list titles, the home post office is the post office that created
the title.

For bulletin board messages, the home post office is the post office
where the message was first created.

Repropagation
Repropagation, also called indirect propagation, is an ADE feature that
allows a post office to send the Directory updates that it receives to other
post offices. The source post offices of the Directory updates do not require
an ADE relationship with the post offices that receive the repropagated
Directory updates. 
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For example, in the following figure, PO2 has no ADE relationship with
PO3, but PO1 can repropagate to PO3 the Directory updates that it receives
from PO2.

Note Mailing list titles and bulletin board titles are not repropagated.

Overview: Predefined ADE relationships

Determining an ADE relationship between post offices in a system depends
on whether you want centralized or distributed control of Directory
information. 

In centralized control of Directory information, one post office keeps a
master Directory and sends updates to other post offices. Centralized
control is ideal for a post office system that is managed from one post
office. 

In distributed control of Directory information, the sending and receiving
post offices control and filter their own Directory updates. Distributed
control is ideal for a post office system where each post office is managed
locally. 

PO3PO2

Router

PO1
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cc:Mail provides the following predefined ADE relationships or
propagation types that you can choose for your post office system. Use
these propagation types to establish ADE relationships between post offices
in your system.

Superior-Subordinate

Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster

Division-to-Division

Enterprise-to-Enterprise

Peer-to-Peer

In a Superior-Subordinate relationship, Directory information is controlled
centrally. In all other relationships, Directory information is controlled
locally.

Note A post office can have different types of ADE relationships with
different post offices.

You can also choose one of the following options:

None

No Directory updates are exchanged with a post office that has the
propagation type set to None.

Custom

This choice allows you to set the propagation flags depending on which
updates you want to send to, or receive from, a particular post office. 

Note Avoid customizing ADE relationships between post offices, as
this involves careful planning, setting the correct send and receive flags
for all the post offices in the relationship, and considering the message
routing configuration.

See “An example of ADE relationships in a large post office system” in this
chapter for an example of a system using many predefined ADE
relationships.
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A Superior-Subordinate relationship
In a Superior-Subordinate relationship, the post offices are managed
centrally at the Superior post office. The Superior post office adds or deletes
entries in its own Directory as well as in the Directories of the Subordinate
post offices, and it propagates those changes to the Subordinate post offices.
The Subordinate post offices receive all the updates from the Superior post
office, but do not send any Directory updates to the Superior post office. 

The only updates the Superior post office receives from a Subordinate post
office are bulletin board updates.

Use a Superior-Subordinate post office relationship when you want
centralized control and management of the Directory.

A Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster relationship
In a Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster relationship, two adjacent post offices that
have assigned the propagation type Broadcaster to each other exchange
updates of their own Directories as well as updates of Directory entries that
are addressed through them. For example, in the following figure, PO1 and
PO2 exchange their own Directory updates and updates from post offices
that are addressed through them: PO1a and PO1b, and PO2a and PO2b,
respectively.

PO1a

Subordinate 
post office

PO1b

Subordinate 
post office

PO1

Superior 
post office
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The receiving post office rejects updates of Directory entries that are
addressed through it.

Use a Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster relationship when both Broadcaster post
offices control their own Directories and need to exchange Directory
updates of post offices addressed through them. 

A Division-to-Division relationship
In a Division-to-Division relationship, you have more than two post offices
at the highest level of the hierarchy that exchange Directory updates with
one another. A post office sends Directory updates of its local users to
another post office to which it has assigned the propagation type Division.
In addition, the sending post office propagates Directory updates from the
post offices that are addressed through it. However, the sending post office
does not send Directory entries that are addressed through other post
offices to which it has assigned the propagation type Division. 

The receiving post office rejects updates of Directory entries that are
addressed through it or through any other post office to which it has
assigned the propagation type Division. 

For example, PO1 and PO2 in the following figure exchange their own
Directory updates and Directory updates of post offices that are addressed
through them. However, they do not exchange Directory updates
addressed through PO3 or PO4 because they have a direct divisional
relationship with PO3 and PO4.
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PO2b

Broadcaster 
post office

PO1a

PO1

PO1b

Broadcaster 
post office
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You cannot have nested divisional relationships. For example, in the
following figure, PO1 cannot have a divisional relationship with PO1a.

Note A Division-to-Division relationship is established between post
offices that are in a direct connection message routing configuration with
other Divisional post offices. Each Divisional post office is responsible for
managing its own Directory and for propagating updates of its own
Directory entries and of those Directory entries that are addressed through
it. 

See “A direct connection post office configuration” in this chapter.

Use a Division-to-Division post office relationship in the following
situations:

When more than two post offices are in a direct connection message
routing configuration at the highest level of the hierarchy

When each post office is administered locally
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An Enterprise-to-Enterprise relationship
An Enterprise-to-Enterprise relationship is similar to a Division-to-Division
relationship except for the following differences:

When two post offices that have assigned the propagation type
Enterprise to each other exchange updates of Directory entries, the
addresses of the Directory entries change from their original post
offices to the address of the sending Enterprise post office. For example,
in the following figure, a local user—Smith, John; Loc. L; address
PO6b— appears as a user at PO2—Smith, John; Loc. L; address PO2—in
the Directory of PO3a. 

When you establish an Enterprise relationship between two post offices,
you can move users between the post offices that are addressed
through one Enterprise post office without propagating the changes to
the other Enterprise post office.

As in the Division-to-Division relationship, the sending post office
propagates Directory updates from the post offices that are addressed
through it. However, the sending post office does not send Directory entries
that are addressed through other post offices to which it has assigned the
propagation type Enterprise. 

The receiving post office rejects updates of Directory entries that are
addressed through it or through any other post office to which it has
assigned the propagation type Enterprise.
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Use an Enterprise-to-Enterprise post office relationship in the following
situations:

When you have two post offices at the highest level of the ADE
relationship.

When each post office wants to know only the other Enterprise post
office address, not the ultimate address of a Directory entry.

When you want to avoid cluttering your post office Directory with the
names of all the post offices that are addressed through the other
Enterprise post office. For example, when you establish an Enterprise
relationship between PO1 and PO2, the post offices that are addressed
through PO1 do not have entries for PO5, PO5a, PO5b, PO6, PO6a, and
PO6b. However, the post offices that are addressed through PO1 still
list all the users at PO5, PO5a, PO5b, PO6, PO6a, and PO6b in their
Directories, but the address of all those users is PO2.

Note You can reply to messages across the Enterprise relationship because
cc:Mail messages maintain return routing information in the message
header.

A Peer-to-Peer relationship
In a Peer-to-Peer relationship, the Directory is controlled locally at each
post office. Each post office makes changes to its own Directory and
propagates those changes to other post offices. In a Peer-to-Peer
relationship, a post office sends only those entries for which it is the home
post office. The receiving post office receives only those entries that have
the sending post office as their home post office.

For example, in the following figure, PO1 and PO2 can exchange only
Directory updates of their local entries, not updates from PO1a and PO2a.
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Use a Peer-to-Peer post office relationship in the following situations:

When you administer each post office locally

When you want to distribute Directory control

Overview: ADE propagation flags

ADE propagation flags allow you to control the type of Directory updates
that you send or receive. There are four types of ADE flags:

The status flags: Hide and Lock

The send flags: My, Your, Other, mailing List titles, and Bulletin board
titles

The receive flags: Mine, Your, Other, mailing List titles, and Bulletin
board titles

Other flags: Alias, Indirect propagation, Domain, Enterprise, and
Division (D and E)

The send, receive, and other propagation flags are set to the following
defaults for the predefined propagation types. The following table shows
the propagation flags as they appear in the Directory of the receiving post
office:

Propagation type Send flags Receive flags Other flags

Superior B MYOLB

Subordinate MYOLB B AI

Peer M Y

Broadcaster MOB YOB AID

Division MOB YOB AIDE

Enterprise MO YO AIE

Propagation flag Meaning from the perspective of the sending post office

Status flags

H When you set the H (Hide) flag to Yes, ADE does not
propagate this Directory entry. If the entry is a post office, ADE
does not propagate any entries that have the hidden post office
as their home post office.

L When you set the L (Lock) flag to Yes, ADE does not change
this Directory entry. If the entry is a post office, all entries that
have the locked post office as the home post office are also
locked. 
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Propagation flag Meaning from the perspective of the sending post office

Send flags

M When you set the M (my) flag to Yes, ADE sends the Directory
updates (L and R entries) of the sending post office to the
receiving post office. To receive these updates, set the receiving
post office’s receive Y (your) flag to Yes. 

Y When you set the Y (your) flag to Yes, ADE sends the Directory
updates (L and R entries) of the receiving post office to the
receiving post office. To receive these updates, set the receiving
post office’s receive M (my) flag to Yes. 

O When you set the O (other) flag to Yes, ADE sends the
Directory updates of other post offices (l, r, p, and P entries) to
the target post office. These updates are neither the sending
post office’s nor the receiving post office’s. 

L When you set the L (mailing list titles) flag to Yes, ADE sends
updates of mailing list titles to the receiving post office.

B When you set the B (bulletin board titles) flag to Yes, ADE
sends updates of bulletin board titles to the receiving post
office. 

Receive flags

M When you set the M (my) flag to Yes, the receiving post office
receives its own Directory updates (L and R entries) from the
sending post office. To send these updates, set the sending post
office’s send Y (your) flag to Yes. 

Y When you set the Y (your) flag to Yes, the receiving post office
receives Directory updates (L and R entries) of the sending post
office. To send these updates, set the sending post office’s send
M (my) flag to Yes. 

O When you set the O (other) flag to Yes, the receiving post office
receives updates of other post offices (l, r, p, and P entries)
from the sending post office. These updates are neither the
sending post office’s nor the receiving post office’s. 

L When you set the L (mailing list titles) flag to Yes, the receiving
post office receives updates of mailing list titles from the
sending post office. 

B When you set the B (bulletin board titles) flag to Yes, the
receiving post office receives updates of bulletin board titles
from the sending post office. 
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Propagation flag Meaning from the perspective of the sending post office

Other flags

A When you set the A (alias) flag to Yes, ADE sends updates of
alias entries to the receiving post office.

Note  Post offices cannot control receiving ADE updates of
aliases; therefore, make sure that the receiving post office
requires this type of update. 

I When you set the I (indirect propagation) flag to Yes, this
enables a post office to repropagate the Directory updates it
receives to other post offices with which it has an ADE
relationship.

D When you set the D (domain) flag to Yes, ADE propagates only
updates of Directory entries that are addressed through the
sending post office.

E When you set the E (enterprise) flag to Yes, the sending post
office propagates updates of Directory entries that are
addressed through it, but not through another post office for
which it has set the E flag to Yes. Also, the sending post office
changes the addresses of the entries from their home post office
to itself.

DE If you set the D and E (division) flags to Yes, the sending post
office propagates updates of Directory entries that are
addressed through it, but not through another post office for
which it has set the DE flag to Yes.

Overview: Defining ADE relationships between your post offices
To choose an efficient configuration for exchanging Directory updates in
your post office system, answer these questions:

Which message routing configuration did you choose? 

From which post offices do you want to administer the Directory?

Which type of Directory entries do you want to send to the target post
office—for example, My local users or Your local users?

Which Directory entries do you want to receive from the target post
office—for example, Your local users or My local users? 

Determine the propagation type for each post office in relation to the other
post offices, and mark the propagation type for each post office on your
system’s message routing configuration layout.
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An example of ADE relationships in a large post office system
The following figureshows the different ways in which you can configure
your post offices for ADE in a large post office system. If you have a smaller
post office system, you can choose just one part of this figure and use that
part as an example to build your post office system.
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Using the example, follow these guidelines when you define relationships
between your post offices:

Choose a Superior-Subordinate relationship if you have one
administrator managing many post offices and their Directories. For
example, at the LA hub post office, one administrator manages three
post offices. It is easier for the administrator to make Directory changes
at LA hub—the Superior post office—and propagate the changes to LA
1 and LA 2—the Subordinate post offices—than to make changes at
each post office.

Choose a Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster relationship between adjacent
post offices if each post office has its own local administrator who
wants to manage the Directory. For example, in SFO hub and its spoke
post offices, each post office has a local administrator managing its
Directory. Therefore, it is easier for the administrators to make
Directory changes at their local post offices and propagate them to the
other post offices with which they establish a Broadcaster relationship. 

Use a combination of ADE relationships when you combine centralized
and local control of post offices. For example, in the Boston hub post
office and its spoke post offices, there is a combination of
Superior-Subordinate and Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster ADE
relationships. Boston hub, Boston 1, Boston 1a, and Boston 1b have their
own local administrators managing their post office Directories.
Therefore, the administrators have established a Broadcaster-to-
Broadcaster relationship with their adjacent post offices. However, the
administrator at Boston 2 manages the Directories of Boston 2, Boston
2a, and Boston 2b. Therefore, the administrator at Boston 2 established
a Superior-Subordinate relationship with Boston 2a and Boston 2b.

Choose a Division-to-Division relationship when you have more than
two hub post offices that exchange Directory updates directly with one
another. For example, Boston hub connects directly to SFO hub and LA
hub and exchanges Directory updates with these post offices. SFO hub
and LA hub also connect directly with each other and exchange
Directory updates. None of these post offices requires the other two
post offices to repropagate Directory updates to them. Therefore, the
administrators at these post offices have established a Division-to-
Division relationship with one another.
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The following tables show the Directory entries of each post office in the
Directories of the other post offices in the figure:

Directory of Boston hub
Name Locn Address Prop. Type

Boston 1 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub P SPX 40005... Division

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO hub P TCPIP... Division

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Directory of LA hub
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub P SPX 50004... Division

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA 1 P Drive:\ Subordinate

LA 2 P Drive:\ Subordinate

SFO hub P TCPIP... Division

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None
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Directory of SFO hub
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub P TCPIP... Division

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub P TCPIP... Division

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO 1 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

SFO 2 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Directory of Boston 1

Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston 1a P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub p Boston hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None
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Directory of Boston 2

Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston 2a P Drive:\ Subordinate

Boston 2b P Drive:\ Subordinate

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

LA hub p Boston hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Directory of LA 1
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

LA hub P Drive:\ Superior

LA 2 p LA hub None

Boston hub p LA hub None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

SFO hub p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None
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Directory of LA 2
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

LA hub P Drive:\ Superior

LA 1 p LA hub None

Boston hub p LA hub None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

SFO hub p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Directory of SFO 1
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

SFO hub P LA 2 Broadcaster

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Boston hub P SFO hub None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub p SFO hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None
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Directory of SFO 2
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

SFO hub P Drive:\ Broadcaster

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a P Drive:\ Broadcaster

SFO 2b P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston hub p SFO hub None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub p SFO hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

Directory of Boston 1a
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub p Boston 1 None

Boston 1 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub p Boston hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None
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Directory of Boston 2a
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub p Boston 2 None

Boston 2 P Drive:\ Superior

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

LA hub p Boston hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Directory of Boston 2b
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

Boston hub p Boston 2 None

Boston 2 P Drive:\ Superior

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

LA hub p Boston hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 p SFO hub None

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None
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Directory of SFO 2a
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

SFO hub p SFO 2 None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

SFO 2b p SFO 2 None

Boston hub P SFO hub None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub p SFO hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None

Directory of SFO 2a
Name Locn Address Prop. Type 

SFO hub p SFO 2 None

SFO 1 p SFO hub None

SFO 2 P Drive:\ Broadcaster

SFO 2a p SFO 2 None

Boston hub P SFO hub None

Boston 1 p Boston hub None

Boston 1a p Boston 1 None

Boston 2 p Boston hub None

Boston 2a p Boston 2 None

Boston 2b p Boston 2 None

LA hub p SFO hub None

LA 1 p LA hub None

LA 2 p LA hub None
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Chapter 4
Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements

This chapter helps you to determine the type of cc:Mail products that you
need to set up a cc:Mail system. In addition, it specifies the hardware,
software, and connection requirements you need to install the complete
cc:Mail Advanced System Pack, and to install the individual administrative,
Internet, and user applications that you require. 

Overview: Determining the cc:Mail products you require

cc:Mail contains the applications that you require to set up and run the
following types of cc:Mail systems:

A cc:Mail system that lets your users access their cc:Mail Mailboxes
through the Internet or through your company’s intranet

A multiple post office system

A single post office system with connections to Mobile users

A single post office system with no connections to other post offices or
Mobile users

Note Contact Lotus cc:Mail Inside Sales for details about licensing
requirements.

Determining the cc:Mail user applications you require
cc:Mail contains user applications for Windows, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and
OS/2 WPS. The workstation operating system—not the server—determines
the user application that you need. 

After you determine the different platforms that your users use to connect
to their post office, you must install a copy of the relevant cc:Mail user
application for each platform. For example, if all of your users are on
Windows workstations, you require only cc:Mail for Windows. If your
users are on Windows, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and OS/2 workstations, you
require a cc:Mail user application for each platform and for each post office.
If you later add an additional platform to your cc:Mail system, install the
cc:Mail user application for the new platform. 
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Overview: System requirements

This section lists the hardware, software, connection, and access
requirements for creating and running a cc:Mail system.

Note The requirements vary depending on the features or components
that you install and use.

In addition to the requirements given here, you need 4 to 7 megabytes (MB)
of available disk space on your server for each user in your post office. This
requirement varies depending on the number and size of the messages that
are exchanged.

See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System,” and Chapter 6,
“Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications,” for information
about installing the administrative, Internet, and user applications. 

Requirements for installing the complete Advanced Messaging Server

Minimum hardware required Recommended hardware Software and connections required

A 486-based PC

If you are installing cc:Mail
Web:
32MB RAM
17MB of disk space

For all other products:
16MB RAM
14MB of disk space

A Pentium-based PC

64MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51, Service Pack 5, 
or Windows NT 4.0, Service Pack 2

Novell Requester–Novell Client for
Windows NT v.4.0 or later if you
are installing cc:Mail Directory
Services

A TCP/IP connection to a mail
relay host

If you are installing cc:Mail Web:
A Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) server program that is
configured to run Common
Gateway Interface (CGI)
applications 
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Requirements for installing the administrative applications individually

Product Minimum hardware
required

Recommended
hardware

Software required

Admin for Windows A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

A Pentium-based
PC

16MB RAM

Windows 95, Service
Pack 1

or

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

Admin for MS-DOS A 286-based PC 

2MB extended
memory

1MB of disk space

A 486/33-based 
PC

4MB extended
memory

MS-DOS 5 or later
versions

or

PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

Admin for OS/2 A 386-based PC

4MB random access
memory (RAM) for
OS/2 Warp and 6MB
for OS/2 2.11

1.3MB of disk space

A 486/33-based PC

4MB memory

OS/2 Warp 

or

OS/2 2.11

Router for NT A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

2MB disk space

A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

Router for DOS A 286-based PC
 
2MB extended
memory

1MB of disk space

A 486/33-based PC

4MB memory

MS-DOS 5 or later
versions
or

PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Recommended
hardware

Software required

Router for OS/2 A 386-based PC

4MB RAM for OS/2
Warp and 6MB for
OS/2 2.1

1.25MB of disk space 

A 486/33-based PC

6MB or more
memory for the first
Router session;
1.5MB for each
additional Router
session

OS/2 Warp

or

OS/2 2.1 

Import/Export for
MS-DOS

A 286-based PC 

2MB extended
memory

1.3MB of disk space

A 486/33-based PC

4MB extended
memory

MS-DOS 5 or later
versions

or

PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

Import/Export for
OS/2

A 386-based PC

4MB RAM for OS/2
Warp and 6MB for
OS/2 2.1

1.5MB of disk space 

A 486/33-based PC

4MB memory

OS/2 Warp 

or

OS/2 2.1

Rule Agent A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

1MB of disk space

A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows 95, Service
Pack 1

or

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

cc:Mail Release 6 or
later release post
office

cc:Mail Release 8 for
Windows or cc:Mail
Release 6.1 for
Macintosh
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Recommended
hardware

Software required

cc:Mail Directory
Services

A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

A Pentium-based
PC

16MB RAM

Windows 95, Service
Pack 1

or

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

NetWare 3.1 or later
versions

Novell
Requester-Novell
Client for Windows
NT v.4.0 or later

Requirements for installing Internet applications individually

Product Minimum hardware
required

Recommended
hardware

Software and
connections required

cc:Mail Link to 
SMTP

A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

4MB of disk space

A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

or 

Windows 95, Service
Pack 1

A TCP/IP connection
to a mail relay host
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Recommended
hardware

Software and
connections required

cc:Mail LDAP
Connector

A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

2MB of disk space

A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

A TCP/IP connection
to a mail-relay host

Clients that support
LDAP version 2 or
later version

cc:Mail for the 
World Wide Web
(for installation on 
the server)

A 486-based PC A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

A TCP/IP connection
to a mail relay host

A Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP)
server program that is
configured to run
Common Gateway
Interface (CGI)
applications

cc:Mail POP3 Server A 486-based PC

16MB RAM

A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

A TCP/IP connection
to a mail relay host

cc:Mail IMAP Server A 486-based PC

32MB RAM

A Pentium-based
PC

32MB RAM

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

A TCP/IP connection
to a mail relay host
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Recommended
hardware

Software and
connections required

cc:Mail for the 
World Wide Web
(for users to access
the server)

A computer with
access to the World
Wide Web or to a
corporate intranet

A Web browser that
supports HTML 3.2
forms (for example,
Netscape Navigator
2.02 or later versions)

Lotus Mail A 486-based PC with
12MB RAM for
Windows 95

A 486-based PC with
16MB RAM for
Windows NT

30MB of disk space

A 486-based PC
with 23MB RAM 
for Windows 95

Windows 95, Service
Pack 1

or

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

TCP/IP connection to
a POP3 mail server

Note Be sure to secure your system when using Internet products. Some
ways to secure your system are to make sure that all Internet transmissions
are encrypted and to use a firewall computer between your site and a
WAN.
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Requirements for installing user applications individually
See “Overview: Installing and distributing cc:Mail user applications,” in
Chapter 6 for a description of the ways that you can install and distribute
these user applications.

Product Minimum hardware
required

Minimum disk space
required 

Software required

cc:Mail Release 8 for
Windows

A 486-based PC with
12MB RAM if you are
using Windows 3.1,
3.11, or Windows 95

A 486-based PC with
16MB RAM if you are
using Windows NT

An enhanced VGA or
better display

A Windows-
compatible mouse or
pointing device, and
the necessary
software 

23MB of disk space
for installing
minimum features

46MB of disk space
for installing default
features

Windows 3.1 or later,
or Windows 95,
Service Pack 1

or

Windows NT 3.51,
Service Pack 5, or
Windows NT 4.0,
Service Pack 2

or

Windows for
Workgroups 3.11

cc:Mail Release 6 for
Windows 
(for installation on
the server) 

A 386-based PC

8MB RAM

An enhanced
graphics adapter
(EGA), video
graphics adapter
(VGA), or 8514/A
display

(Optional) A
Windows-
compatible mouse or
pointing device, and
the necessary
software 

7.5MB of available
disk space on the
file server 

540 kilobytes (K) of
disk space on each
user’s computer to
run cc:Mail

Windows 3.1 or later
versions with
MS-DOS 3.3 or later
versions, or with
PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

or

OS/2 Warp or later
versions
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Minimum disk space
required 

Software required

cc:Mail Release 6 for
Windows 
(for distribution on
the network)

A 386-based PC

8MB RAM

An EGA, VGA, or 
8514/A display

A Windows-
compatible mouse or
pointing device, and
the necessary
software 

18MB of available
disk space for the
application files on
the file server

7.5MB of disk space
on each user’s
computer to install
and run cc:Mail

Windows 3.1 or later
versions with
MS-DOS 3.3 or later
versions, or with
PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

or

OS/2 Warp or later
versions

cc:Mail Release 6 for
MS-DOS 
(for installation on 
the server)

A 286-based PC

640K RAM 

Monochrome display

3MB of available
disk space for the
application files on
the file server

2MB of disk space
on each user’s
computer to run
cc:Mail 

MS-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

or

PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

cc:Mail Release 6 for
MS-DOS
(for distribution on
the network)

A 286-based PC

640K RAM 

Monochrome display

3MB of available
disk space for the
application files on
the file server

4MB of disk space
on each user’s
computer to install
and run cc:Mail

MS-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

or

PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

cc:Mail Release 6 for
OS/2 WPS

A 386-based PC

4MB RAM for OS/2
Warp and 6MB for
OS/2 2.1

A pointing device,
such as a mouse or a
trackball 

10MB of disk space
for installing the
application with file
viewers and 6MB of
disk space for
installing the
application without
file viewers

OS/2 Warp 

or

 OS/2 2.1
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Minimum disk space
required 

Software required

cc:Mail Release 6 for
Macintosh

An Apple Macintosh
with 68020, 68030,
68040, or a PowerPC
microprocessor

8MB RAM for
installing and 2.3MB
free RAM for running
the application
without file viewers
on 6080xx-based
computer

9MB RAM for
installing and 1.5MB
free RAM for running
the application
without file viewers
for PowerPC 

5.5MB of disk space
for 6080xx-based
computer and 8MB
of disk space for
PowerPC

System 7 or later
releases for
6080xx-based
computer
(System 7.5 or later
releases
recommended)
 
System 7.1.2 or later
releases for PowerPC
(System 7.5.2 or later
releases
recommended)

cc:Mail Mobile
Release 6 for
Windows

A 386-based PC

8MB RAM

An EGA, VGA, 

or 

8514/A display

(Optional)
A Windows-
compatible mouse or
pointing device, and
the necessary
software 

12MB of disk space
to install and run
cc:Mail

Windows 3.1 or later
versions with
MS-DOS 3.3 or later
versions, or with
PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

or

OS/2 Warp or later
versions
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Product Minimum hardware
required

Minimum disk space
required 

Software required

cc:Mail Mobile
Release 3.4 for
MS-DOS

An IBM PC/XT/AT

or

An IBM PS/2

or 

An IBM-compatible
PC

640K of RAM

A Hayes-compatible
modem or non-Hayes
compatible modem
with speeds up to
57,600 kbps

2MB of disk space
to install and run
cc:Mail

MS-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

or

PC-DOS 3.1 or later
versions

cc:Mail Mobile
Release 2.03 for
Macintosh

An Apple Macintosh
computer

2MB RAM

A Hayes-compatible
modem 

2MB of disk space System 6.0.7 or later
versions

Access requirements for POP3 Server and IMAP Server
You must have the following access rights to run POP3 Server and IMAP
Server:

Administrative rights to the Windows NT computer

Access rights to the file servers where the hub post office and other post
offices in the system reside

Rights to simultaneously log on multiple times to the servers where the
post offices reside

If a post office entry in the hub post office Directory has a drive letter as its
address, map the drive letter to the file server where it resides, so that the
server can access the post office.

Tip For Windows NT 3.51, use universal naming convention (UNC)
instead of drive mapping. For example: \\server\volume\post office directory.
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Chapter 5
Installing a New cc:Mail System

This chapter provides information about the following procedures: 

Preparing to install your cc:Mail Advanced System

Installing a complete cc:Mail Advanced System from a Windows NT
workstation on a server dedicated to cc:Mail (the cc:Mail Advanced
Messaging Server)

Installing selected applications from the cc:Mail Advanced System Pack

In addition, this chapter includes the steps that you must follow to install a
cc:Mail system and describes the installation options that cc:Mail provides.

Overview: Steps for installing cc:Mail

To install cc:Mail, you need to perform the following tasks:

Task 1: Make sure that you have met the minimum system
requirements to install cc:Mail
See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements.”

Task 2: Prepare to install cc:Mail
See “Overview: Preparing to install cc:Mail” in this chapter.

Task 3: Install cc:Mail by using System Installation or customized
installation
Note To use System Installation, you must install cc:Mail from a Windows
NT workstation.

See “Overview: Installing cc:Mail by using System Installation” and
“Overview: Installing cc:Mail by using customized installation” in this
chapter.

See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements” for
information about the requirements for individual applications.

Task 4: Configure certain applications before you use them
See “Overview: Before you configure applications” in this chapter.
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Task 5: Install and distribute the user applications that you need
See Chapter 6, “Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications.”

Caution If you are upgrading your cc:Mail system, you might need to
install Release 6 Router and the Release 6 user applications before converting
your post office.

See Chapter 7, “Converting Existing cc:Mail Post Offices.”

Note If you installed cc:Mail Web or IMAP Server to run as services on
Windows NT, you must stop the services before installing cc:Mail Release 8
for Windows or Admin for Windows on the same computer. You can
restart the services after installing the applications.

Overview: Installing cc:Mail

cc:Mail provides an integrated installation that allows you to install the
cc:Mail administrative and Internet applications that you need. You can
also select the applications that you want and install them individually
from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

You can install cc:Mail on the Advanced Messaging Server with the post
office on it, or you can install cc:Mail on an existing server with the post
office on another NT or Netware server on the network. 

Use one of the following options to install cc:Mail, depending on your
requirements:

System Installation, which automatically creates or upgrades a post
office and installs all the administrative and Internet applications in
default directories. 

Customized installation, where you select the applications that you
want from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM and install each application
individually. You must run the setup program for each application
separately.

Note You require a post office, Admin, the administrative utilities, and
user applications to run a cc:Mail system. You can install the other optional
applications, depending on the needs of your organization.

See Chapter 2, “Understanding the cc:Mail System,” for a description of
each application.

See also Chapter 6, “Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User
Applications.”
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Overview: Preparing to install cc:Mail

When you install cc:Mail, you must determine a location for the post office,
a post office name, a post office password, and a cc:Mail administrator. The
names and passwords must meet certain naming conventions, which are
described in the following sections.

Determining your cc:Mail post office name
Choose a name for your cc:Mail post office that best represents your
company name and a specific department, location, or function within your
organization. cc:Mail post office names are not case-sensitive, but the post
office name appears in the cc:Mail Directory exactly as you type it.

Use the following conventions to name your cc:Mail post office:

Select post office names that are 1 to 126 characters in length.

Do not use embedded spaces in post office names.

Do not use post office names that include the following characters: ;, ., !,
@, #, $, %, *, /, and \.

Try to keep the first 8 characters unique.

Include hyphens or underscores to separate words, for example,
ACME-HQ.

Choose a name that is meaningful to other cc:Mail administrators and
to your cc:Mail users.

Include relevant location information, such as a business
(KAYAKS-West), a country (US-Sales), a city (SF-writers), a campus
(SJSU), a department (ACME-Shipping), a building (Pyramid-Bldg), or
a floor (1600PennAve-2ndfloor).

Caution Avoid changing your post office name. Once a post office
name is distributed to other users and e-mail systems, changing the
post office name involves coordinating numerous changes throughout
your cc:Mail system.
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Determining your cc:Mail post office password
Choose a password for your cc:Mail post office that you can remember and
that provides the level of security that you need. cc:Mail post office
passwords are not case-sensitive. 

Follow these conventions to choose a password for your cc:Mail post office:

Select a post office password that is 1 to 10 characters in length.

Do not use embedded spaces in post office passwords.

Do not include the following characters: !, @, #, $, %, *,-, /, or \.

Caution Note your post office password for future reference and store it
in a secure place. You need to know the post office password to start
Admin and to run the administrative utilities.

Determining your cc:Mail administrator’s name
Follow these conventions for your cc:Mail administrator’s name:

Use the “Last Name, First Name” format.

Use middle initials to ensure that your cc:Mail administrator’s name is
unique. 

Use mixed-case characters for easier readability. 

Separate each word with a hyphen or a space.

Keep the format consistent for both the cc:Mail administrator’s name
and your cc:Mail users’ names.

Tip Although you can use the “First Name Last Name” format, the
preferred format is “Last Name, First Name.” This format makes finding
names in your cc:Mail Directory easier than the “First Name Last Name”
format. In addition, many of the currently available mail gateways that
translate user names expect to see names in this format. 
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Overview: What you need to know before installing cc:Mail

You must provide the following information when you install cc:Mail:

The post office name, password, path, and the administrator’s name.

See “Overview: Preparing to install cc:Mail” in this chapter.

The mail relay host name to install Link to SMTP; for example,
ACME-HOST. The mail relay host name is the name of the SMTP mail
program on a computer in the cc:Mail system that Link to SMTP sends
messages to. The mail relay host formats, transfers, and forwards
outbound SMTP mail messages to the SMTP mail system.

The mail gateway name to install Link to SMTP, POP3 Server, and
IMAP Server, for example, INTERNET-MAIL. This is the name you use
to designate the Link to SMTP gateway in the cc:Mail Directory.

Note System Installation automatically enters the gateway name as a
post office entry in the Directory of your hub post office.

The subdirectory where the HTTP server is located to install cc:Mail
Web.

The backup directory for CCSAVE, if you select Automatic
Maintenance.

The network user name and password to install Rule Agent, cc:Mail
Web, POP3 Server, IMAP Server, and LDAP Connector.

The hub post office location to install LDAP Connector, POP3 Server,
and IMAP Server.

Note You must configure TCP/IP on your computer to install any
Internet applications: Link to SMTP, cc:Mail Web, LDAP Connector,
IMAP Server, and POP3 Server.
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Overview: Installing cc:Mail by using System Installation

System Installation gives you the following options:

Lets you create a new post office and install cc:Mail applications

Lets you upgrade an existing Release 5 post office and install Release
8.1 applications

Lets you use an existing Release 6 or later release post office and add
Release 8 or later applications to it

Note You can use System Installation only if your are installing cc:Mail
from a computer running Windows NT. Your post office can run on a
Netware server.

See “Overview: Installing cc:Mail by using customized installation, ” in this
chapter for information on installing from other platforms.

System Installation performs the following tasks:

Installs the following applications on your computer under a root
directory called \CCMAIL:

Admin for Windows and the administrative utilities in
\CCMAIL\ADMIN

Router for NT in \CCMAIL\ROUTER

Link to SMTP in \CCMAIL\WINSMTP

POP3 Server in \CCMAIL\POP3SERV

IMAP Server in \CCMAIL\IMAPSERV

LDAP Connector in \CCMAIL\LDAPCONN

Rule Agent in \CCMAIL\RULEAGNT

cc:Mail Directory Services in \CCMAIL\DIRSVCS

Installs cc:Mail Web in \HTTP\CCMAIL.

Note If you do not have the correct software or information that
System Installation requires for Link to SMTP, cc:Mail Web, POP3
Server, IMAP Server, LDAP Connector, or cc:Mail Directory Services,
System Installation copies the setup program for these applications in
their directories, and you can install them later. System Installation
creates an icon for you to run the setup program for each application. 

See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements.”

See also “Overview: What you need to know before installing cc:Mail”
in this chapter.
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Includes the icons for Router for NT and Link to SMTP in the Startup
folder with access to the post office so that these applications start
when you start your computer.

Gives you the option to configure cc:Mail Directory Services at the end
of installation. If you have not installed Novell Requester for Windows
NT on your computer, System Installation copies the setup program for
cc:Mail Directory Services so that you can install and configure it later.

Allows you to automatically run the maintenance utilities—ANALYZE,
CCSAVE, and RECLAIM—by using the NT Schedule service. System
Installation automatically runs maintenance batch files on a post office
every day. 

Caution The automatic maintenance batch files contain your post
office password. Therefore, make sure that you keep the computer that
runs these batch files secure at all times.

Installing cc:Mail by using System Installation
1. Make sure that you have met the system requirements to install cc:Mail.

See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements.”

2. Gather the information that you need before running System
Installation.

See “Overview: What you need to know before installing cc:Mail” in
this chapter.

See also “Overview: Before you configure applications” in this
chapter.

3. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

4. Select \INSTALL.

5. Run SETUP.EXE.

6. Follow the instructions on the screen.
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Overview: Installing cc:Mail by using customized installation

You can customize installation by selecting the individual applications that
you want and installing them from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM. You must
specify the drive and directory for each application.

Customizing installation lets you install cc:Mail from any of the supported
platforms.

Installing cc:Mail applications by using customized installation
1. Make sure that you have met the system requirements for the

application that you want to install.

See Chapter 4, “Determining Your cc:Mail System Requirements.”

2. Gather the information that you need before installing the application.

See “Overview: What you need to know before installing cc:Mail” in
this chapter.

See also “Overview: Before you configure applications” in this
chapter.

3. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

4. Select the directory that contains the application that you want to
install.

5. Run the setup program for the application.

6. Follow the instructions on the screen.

Note If you installed Rule Agent, cc:Mail Web, LDAP Connector, POP3
Server, or IMAP Server to run as services on Windows NT, you must stop
the services before installing cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows or Admin for
Windows on the same computer. You can restart the services after installing
the applications.
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Overview: Before you configure applications

After you install your cc:Mail system, you must configure certain
applications before you use them.

In addition to identifying the post office name, path, password, and
administrator’s name, you must provide the following information to
configure these applications. 

Tip Configure these applications right after you install cc:Mail so that you
can fully use your cc:Mail system.

Link to SMTP
The path to the message queue and Link to SMTP log directories. By
default, these directories are created on the local hard-disk drive.

The mail relay host name.

The user ID of the SMTP administrator.

The timeout setting for the WinSock connection.

The polling time preferences that define the interval between Link to
SMTP saving, closing, and sending the SMTP log to the cc:Mail
administrator.

Your send and receive options.

Your translation options.

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide or cc:Mail Link to SMTP
Help for more information about configuring Link to SMTP.

cc:Mail Web
The path to the files for cc:Mail Web

The options to record in the cc:Mail Web log file, such as when users
log in to and out of cc:Mail Web

The idle time limit for cc:Mail Web user sessions

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide and cc:Mail for the World
Wide Web Help for more information about configuring cc:Mail Web.
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POP3 Server
The Internet domain name

The directory for POP3 Server

The hub post office location

The cc:Mail administrator’s name

The network login name for POP3 Server

Tip Use the same name as your Windows NT login name.

The network password for POP3 Server

See POP3 Server Help for more information about configuring POP3
Server.

IMAP Server
The Internet domain name

The directory for IMAP Server

The hub post office location

The SMTP gateway name

The network login name for IMAP Server

Tip Use the same name as your Windows NT login name.

The network password for IMAP Server

See IMAP Server Help for more information about configuring IMAP
Server.

LDAP Connector
The Internet domain name

The Internet address format

The password

Note Use the same password as your network password.

See LDAP Connector Help for more information about configuring LDAP
Connector.

cc:Mail Directory Services
Which servers, groups, and users on your network will go to which post
offices (NetWare 3.1x)

or

Which organizational units and users on the Novell Directory Services
(NDS) directory tree will go to which post offices (NetWare 4.x)

See cc:Mail Directory Services Help for more information about
configuring cc:Mail Directory Services.
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Setting up cc:Mail Rule Agent

Before you install cc:Mail Rule Agent, make sure that the user who runs it
has access to the post office on which it will run.

Task 1: Set up a Directory entry (Local user) for the Rule Agent on
each post office where it will run
For example, ~Rule Agent. This is the default account that clients will
search for when delegating rules to the Rule Agent.

Note If you set up the Rule Agent on multiple post offices, add an entry
for the Rule Agent to the Directory of each post office. If you propagate
Directory entries by using ADE, lock and hide the Rule Agent account so
that it does not propagate to other post offices.

Task 2:  Configure cc:Mail Rule Agent by using RACONFIG 
1. Run RACONFIG from the location where you saved the files.

2. Follow the prompts on the screen.

See “Overview: cc:Mail Rule Agent options,” later in this chapter.

3. Enter the Rule Agent account name and password.

4. Enter the post office path.

RACONFIG automatically inserts the cc:Mail Rule Agent parameters into
the Windows NT Registry.

Configuring cc:Mail Rule Agent by using batch mode
You can also configure cc:Mail Rule Agent by using the RULEAGNT.INI
configuration file.

Tip Use the configuration file to simplify configuring cc:Mail Rule Agent
for multiple post offices.

1. Open RULEAGNT.INI in any text editor.

2. Edit the Rule Agent settings.

3. Include information for all the post offices that you want to process.

4. Save RULEAGNT.INI as a text file.
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5. At the MS-DOS command prompt, type
RACONFIG/FINI_file_path_name

Example:

RACONFIG/FC:\RULAGENT\RULAGNT.INI

6. If prompted, enter the password for the Rule Agent account for each
post office.

Note When you use the configuration file, you perform a read-only
operation. Any changes that you make manually to the Windows NT
Registry will not be reflected in the configuration file.

Task 3:  Start the cc:Mail Rule Agent service
1. Open the Windows NT Control Panel.

2. Open Services.

3. Select cc:Mail Rule Agent.

4. Click Start.

The Rule Agent logs in to the post office and runs rules for users who
delegate their Mailboxes to the Rule Agent account.

The Rule Agent creates a log file of its activities in a default subdirectory
called \LOGS in the directory where you stored the cc:Mail Rule Agent
files.

The Rule Agent sends an e-mail message to users who delegate their
Mailboxes to the Rule Agent account about the rules it has the authority to
run.

Overview: cc:Mail Rule Agent options
Use Rule Agent to set up the following options:

Daily log file generates a daily log file of cc:Mail Rule Agent activity.
By default, cc:Mail Rule Agent creates a daily log file.

Log file extension specifies the extension of the log file. By default,
cc:Mail Rule Agent uses .LOG as the log file extension. 

Log folder path specifies where you want to store the log folder. By
default, cc:Mail Rule Agent stores the log folder in
\RULEAGENT\LOGS.

Mark rules for Agent marks the appropriate rules that Rule Agent
finds so that only the Rule Agent runs the rules. By default, cc:Mail
Rule Agent marks the rules that it finds. This applies only to the cc:Mail
Release 8 for Windows client.
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Pause period specifies how long Rule Agent pauses after each cycle of
rule processing. You must indicate the pause period in seconds. By
default, the Rule Agent pauses for 300 seconds (5 minutes).

Restricted users’ path specifies the path and file name to a text file that
includes users’ names who are restricted from Rule Agent activity. By
default, cc:Mail Rule Agent uses \RULEAGENT\RESTRICTED.TXT as
the name and path for the restricted users’ file.

See “Restrict a user’s account.”

User timeout specifies the amount of time in seconds the Rule Agent
spends on each user’s account. By default, cc:Mail Rule Agent has no
limit on the amount of time it spends on each user’s account.

Restricting a user’s account
To help you identify any rules that are causing problems, you can restrict
users from running rules with the Rule Agent.

1. Create a text file with the same name and path as the name and path
that you used in the Restricted users’ path option (by default,
\RULEAGENT\RESTRICTED.TXT).

2. Enter the account name of each user who you want to restrict from Rule
Agent activity. Enter the name exactly as it appears in the Directory, for
example, Valentine, John. Enter one name per line.

3. Save the file.

Changing the cc:Mail Rule Agent configuration
You can change the cc:Mail Rule Agent configuration at any time.

1. Run RACONFIG from the location where you saved the files.

2. Follow the prompts on the screen to change your options.

See “Overview: cc:Mail Rule Agent options” earlier in this chapter.

3. Enter the Rule Agent account name and password for each post office.

4. Enter the post office path for each post office.

RACONFIG displays all your options.

5. Type “Y” to accept the options.
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Overview: Installing cc:Mail by using Post Office Installation

As part of customizing your cc:Mail installation, you can install cc:Mail
16-bit applications by using cc:Mail Post Office Installation. Post Office
Installation runs on the MS-DOS platform. However, it allows you to install
MS-DOS applications, OS/2 applications, or both by using the MS-DOS
shell on Windows or OS/2 platforms

Caution Make sure that all of the OS/2 libraries are in the directory of the
OS/2 system, which is on LIBPATH. If they are not in this directory, the
OS/2 applications will not work properly.

You can specify a directory for any of the programs or change the default
directories.

Before installing the files, Post Office Installation verifies the following
conditions:

That you have enough free disk space on the drive that you specify

That you have to create access to the specified directory

That you have exclusive access to the existing post office (that is, that
no user is logged in to the post office) if you are converting that post
office 

Post Office Installation offers you the following options:

Choosing MS-DOS, OS/2, or both platforms for the applications that
you want to install.

Installing all or selected administrative applications in the following list
to the directories that you specify:

Admin and the administrative utilities

PCONVERT, the tool that converts your post office

See Chapter 7, “Converting Existing cc:Mail Post Offices.”

Import/Export for the selected operating system

Router for the selected operating system

Note Post Office Installation checks the version of the various files. It
installs the selected programs only if they are later versions than the
existing files with the same names in the same directories. 

Customizing installation. When you select this option, Post Office
Installation allows you to select the types of platforms, the programs,
and the directories for installing the programs.
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Creating a post office or upgrading a post office. When you select this
option, Post Office Installation asks you to specify the drive and
directory for the administrative programs, and it runs the
administrative programs in the directory that you specify to create a
post office.

Converting an existing post office. When you select this option, Post
Office Installation asks you to specify the drive and directory for
PCONVERT and runs the PCONVERT that is in the directory that you
specify.

See Chapter 7, “Converting Existing cc:Mail Post Offices.”

Note To use this option, make sure that you run Post Office
Installation from a directory to which you have read and write access.

Post Office Installation informs you about the access rights that you require,
and that you must run ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM. It runs
Release 5 ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM on the existing post office.
If those processes are successfully completed, it runs PCONVERT to
convert the post office to Release 6 or later release by using the parameters
that you specify. 

Overview: System requirements for Post Office Installation
You must have the following hardware and software to use Post Office
Installation:

A PC with a CD-ROM drive or a 3.5-inch disk drive 

Access to the network drives required for installing the applications
through the network operating system that you prefer

20MB of disk space for all the applications

MS-DOS, or OS/2, or Windows with an MS-DOS shell 

Network access rights to the databases, programs, and utilities to
create, write, read, delete, and scan files

Create access to the disk or directory where you want to install the
applications

If you are converting a post office, the name and password of the post
office that you want to convert

Exclusive access to any post offices that you are converting
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Uninstalling IMAP Server and LDAP Connector

Use these special uninstall procedures for the following Internet
applications.

Uninstalling IMAP Server
1. In the IMAP Server control panel, click Stop.

2. Close the IMAP Server control panel.

3. If you are running Windows NT 3.51, choose File - Run.

If you are running Windows NT 4.0, choose Start - Run.

4. Type the following command:

C:\IMAPSERV\IMAP4 -REMOVE -VERBOSE

5. Click OK to close the dialog box.

6. In the Lotus Applications folder, double-click “cc:Mail IMAP Server
UnInstall.”

7. After uninstalling, restart the computer.

Uninstalling LDAP Connector from Windows NT 4.0
1. In the LDAP Connector control panel, click Stop.

2. Close the LDAP Connector control panel.

3. At the DOS prompt, type the following command:

C:\LDAPCONN\LDAPCONN.EXE -REMOVE -VERBOSE

4. Choose Control Panel - Add/Remove Programs.

5. Select cc:Mail LDAP Connector.

6. Click Remove.

7. Follow the prompts that appear on the screen to finish uninstalling.

Uninstalling LDAP Connector from Windows NT 3.51
1. In the LDAP Connector control panel, click Stop.

2. Close the LDAP Connector control panel.

3. At the DOS prompt, enter the following information:

 C:\LDAPCONN\LDAPCONN.EXE -REMOVE -VERBOSE

4. In the Lotus Applications folder, double-click “cc:Mail Ldap Connector
Uninstall.”

5. Follow the prompts that appear on the screen to finish uninstalling.
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Overview: Creating a cc:Mail post office by using Post Office Installation

Before you use Post Office Installation, make sure that you read the
following information: 

You can select more than one option only in the Custom Installation
dialog box. The other dialog boxes allow you to select only one option
at a time. 

To return to the previous dialog box from Custom Installation, deselect
all options in the dialog box.

If you choose Complete Install, make sure that you install files from one
directory to another directory. 

When you finish installing the programs, make sure that you manually
delete C:\ADMALTOI.

If you are using an NEC 3X CD-ROM drive to install cc:Mail, set the
CD-ROM drive to run in SCSI-1 mode.

You can use all the navigation keys except the right arrow key, which
does not function in Post Office Installation. 

Creating a cc:Mail post office by using Post Office Installation
1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM or the Installation disk in the drive.

2. Select the CCMPO directory.

3. At the DOS prompt, type INSTALL. 

4. Press ENTER.

The “cc:Mail Post Office Release 8” dialog box appears.

5. Follow the instructions on the screen.

Installing cc:Mail Router for DOS or OS/2 on a dedicated PC
1. From the Router, log in to the server where you stored Router files

during Post Office Installation.

2. Map a drive to the directory where you installed Router.

3. Create a directory on the Router for copying Router files.

4. Change the current directory to the new directory that you created for
copying Router files.

5. Copy all the Router files from the server to the Router.
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Chapter 6
Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications

This chapter describes installing and distributing cc:Mail user applications
to your users. 

Note If you have previously distributed cc:Mail Release 6 or Release 7 for
Windows, upgrade the applications to the cc:Mail Release 6 or Release 8 for
Windows included on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM. Many cc:Mail applications
on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM include important performance and reliability
enhancements.

Overview: Installing and distributing cc:Mail user applications
The following table lists cc:Mail user applications and the various methods
that you can use to install and distribute them to your users:

User application Installation method Distribution method

cc:Mail Release 8
for Windows 
and
cc:Mail Release 6 for
Windows 

- automated install

- on a server (Server
   install)

- The administrator
   prepares a response file,
   and then users run
   Automated install.

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   Windows on the server.
   Users run Node install
   from the appropriate
   location on the network
   and run cc:Mail directly
   from the server.
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User application Installation method Distribution method

cc:Mail Release 8
for Windows 
and
cc:Mail Release 6 for
Windows (cont.)

- network distribution
  (Network distribution)

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   Windows on the server.
   Users run Standalone
   install from the
   appropriate location on
   the network and run
   cc:Mail from their
   hard-disk drives.

- automated install

- on a server (Server
   install)

- network distribution
  (Network distribution)

- The administrator
   prepares a response file,
   and then users run
   Automated install.

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   Windows on the server.
   Users run Node install
   from the appropriate
   location on the network
   and run cc:Mail directly
   from the server.

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   Windows on the server.
   Users run Standalone
   install from the
   appropriate location on
   the network and run
   cc:Mail from their
   hard-disk drives.

- disk distribution - The administrator makes
   disk copies of cc:Mail
   for Windows. Users run
   Standalone install from
   disk sets and run cc:Mail
   from their hard-disk
   drives.
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User application Installation method Distribution method

cc:Mail for MS-DOS - on a server

- network distribution

- disk distribution

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   MS-DOS on the server.
   Users run cc:Mail
   directly from the 
   server.

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   MS-DOS on the server.
   Users install cc:Mail
   from the directory on
   the server and run it
   from their hard-disk
   drives.

- The administrator makes
   disk copies of cc:Mail
   for MS-DOS. Users
   install cc:Mail from disk
   sets and run it from their
   hard-disk drives.

cc:Mail for Macintosh - network distribution

- disk distribution

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for
   Macintosh on the server.
   Users install cc:Mail for
   Macintosh from the
   volume on the server
   and run it from their
   hard-disk drives.

- The administrator makes
   disk copies of cc:Mail
   for Macintosh. Users
   install cc:Mail from disk
   sets and run it from their
   hard-disk drives.
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User application Installation method Distribution method

cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS - network distribution

- disk distribution

- The administrator
   installs cc:Mail for OS/2
   WPS on the server.
   Users install cc:Mail
   from the directory on
   the server and run it
   from their hard-disk
   drives.

- The administrator makes
   disk copies of cc:Mail
   for OS/2 WPS. Users
   install cc:Mail from disk
   sets and run it from their
   hard-disk drives.

Note Installing on a server requires less disk space on your users’
computers than network distribution.

Overview: Automated install for cc:Mail for Windows
Automated install allows users to run cc:Mail for Windows Installation
without user intervention.

Tip Use Automated install to install cc:Mail for Windows for a large group
of users with uniform computer configurations.

You can use Automated install by entering the required information in a
response file and then making the file available to your cc:Mail for
Windows users. cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows includes the response file
INSTSUIT.RSP, and cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows includes the response
file INSTALL.RSP. The information that you supply in the response file
provides the input needed to complete the installation without user
intervention.

Note INSTALL.RSP and INSTSUIT.RSP are copied to the same directory
as cc:Mail for Windows when you do a Server install.

Caution Only cc:Mail administrators should edit the response file.
Individual users should only use the response file provided by their cc:Mail
administrator.
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The following list summarizes the procedure for using Automated install: 

1. Read the instructions in the response files (INSTSUIT.RSP for Release 8
and INSTALL.RSP for Release 6) before you run Automated install.

2. Prepare the response file:

Make a copy of the original response file.

Fill in each field in the response file.

Test the response file by running sample Node and Standalone
installations that use this file as input.

3. Write instructions for your users about how to run Automated install.

4. Make the response file and the instructions available to users.

5. Have your users run Automated install.

Overview: Customizing setup of cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows 

If you are installing cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows for the first time, you
can customize its setup before you distribute it to your users in the
following ways:

Customize the user files, including changing default directories and sets
of SmartIcons

Customize your user configuration and preference data

Customize rules, stationery, and welcome messages 

Specify defaults for entries in the user setup program

Tip Use customized setup of cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows when you are
installing for a large number of users, and you do not want to use the
default settings.

Customizing setup of cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows
1. From the Release 8.1 CD-ROM, open CCDEFS.INI from the \SUPPORT

subdirectory. 

2. Follow the instructions in the CCDEFS.INI file.

3. Distribute cc:Mail Release 8 to your users through Automated install,
Server install, Network distribution, or disk distribution.

Note Make sure that you make CCDEFS.INI available to your users
through the distribution method that you choose.

See “Overview: Installing and distributing cc:Mail user applications” in
this chapter.
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Overview: Installing cc:Mail for Windows 

You can install and distribute cc:Mail for Windows by using cc:Mail for
Windows Installation.

Tip You can use cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows if you are upgrading your
cc:Mail system because it works with both the previous and current releases
of the post office. You can ease migration by installing cc:Mail Release 6 for
Windows, then converting your post office, and later migrating your users
to cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows.

Overview: Server install
A Server install copies the cc:Mail program files and user files to a server.
Server install allows you to control the cc:Mail features and components
that your users can install.

When you run a Server install, you must provide the following information:

The cc:Mail features users can install (all features or a selected set of
features)

Note Your cc:Mail for Windows users can access only those cc:Mail
features that you install on the server.

The drive and path for the cc:Mail files

The name of the Windows program group for the Lotus Node install
program icon

Overview: Network distribution
A Network distribution copies a CD-ROM or disk image of cc:Mail for
Windows to a server in compressed format, using the drive and path that
you specify. Network distribution provides your users with the option to
install all cc:Mail features or only a selected set of features.

Overview: Installing Organizer
To install Organizer with group scheduling capability, you must perform a
Server install of cc:Mail for Windows.

Note If you want to install Organizer only, deselect the other options.

The following list summarizes the procedure for installing Organizer:

1. Perform a Server install of cc:Mail for Windows.

2. Be sure to click “Enable group scheduling.”

3. Run OrgAdmin to set up your users’ comment fields with scheduling
information and to create an Organizer Scheduling Agent for your
Organizer users.
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4. Run a Node install on each user’s computer to install Organizer and
any of the other options that you selected during Server install.

5. Install Organizer Agent

Organizer Agent requires sufficient network rights to the network
directory where your users’ .OR2 files are located.

See Lotus Organizer Release 2.1 for Windows Administrator’s Guide for more
information about running OrgAdmin or setting up Organizer Agent.

Installing cc:Mail for Windows 
1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM or the Installation disk in the

appropriate drive.

2. Select \WINMAIL.

3. To install cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows 95 or Windows NT, select
\R8WIN32.

or

To install cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows 3.1 or 3.11, select \R8WIN16.

or

To install cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows, select \R6DSKTOP.

4. Run INSTALL.EXE.

5. If you are installing from the Installation disk, make sure that you are in
the correct drive before running INSTALL.

6. Select your options and follow the instructions on the screen.

Tip To give your users the option to run cc:Mail for Windows from the
server by using a Node install or from their hard-disk drives by using a
Standalone install, perform both a Server install and a Network
distribution. Then, provide your users with the paths to both sets of files. 

Distributing cc:Mail for Windows to your users
1. If you ran a Server install, run Node install yourself, and then ask your

users to run Node install to copy only the user files to their hard-disk
drives. 

2. If you ran a Network distribution and are using cc:Mail Release 8 for
Windows 95 or Windows NT, run DISTUPG.EXE from
\WINMAIL\R8WIN32 to copy MAPI files to the network distribution
directory.

If you ran a Network distribution and are using cc:Mail Release 8 for
Windows 3.1 or 3.11, run DSTUPG16.EXE from \WINMAIL\R8WIN16
to copy MAPI files to the network distribution directory.
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Ask your users to run Standalone install to copy the program files and
user files to their hard-disk drives.

3. Provide your users with the following information:

Where to find the installation program (INSTALL.EXE) on the
network

What type of installation to run—Node install or Standalone install

Using Node install
Make sure that your users have the following information, which they must
provide when they run Node install:

The name of the Windows program group for the cc:Mail program
icons

The drive and path for the Lotus Shared Tools files, which include the
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) that Lotus applications use

For cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows, any modification to the search path
in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file

Using Standalone install
Make sure that your users have the following information, which they must
provide when they run Standalone install:

The features they can install (all features or a selected set of features)

The drive and path for the cc:Mail for Windows files

The name of the Windows program group for the cc:Mail program
icons

The drive and path for the Lotus Shared Tools files, which include the
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) that Lotus applications use

For cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows, any modification to the search path
in their AUTOEXEC.BAT file

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows User’s Guide or Lotus cc:Mail Release 6
for Windows User’s Guide.
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Overview: Installing cc:Mail for MS-DOS

cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS Installation gives you the following options:

Installing cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS, while replacing your existing
version, so that your users can access only the Release 6 or later-release
post office.

Installing cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS, while keeping a copy of
cc:Mail Release 4.0 for MS-DOS, so that your users can access the
Release 6 or later-release post office or the previous-release post office.
Users run cc:Mail for MS-DOS as usual.

Note If you later reinstall, you can remove the old version of cc:Mail
for MS-DOS.

Removing the earlier release of cc:Mail for MS-DOS, after you convert
your post office to Release 6 or later release.

Choosing between the old and new color palettes.

When you run cc:Mail for MS-DOS Installation to install, remove, or
reinstall a release of cc:Mail for MS-DOS, Installation creates a backup copy
of the existing files to a new subdirectory named \OLDxxx, where xxx is a
number between 000–999 that identifies the backup copy. cc:Mail for
MS-DOS Installation does not overwrite the backup copies; it creates a new
subdirectory for each subsequent copy and names it with the next higher
number.

Note You must manually delete the backup copies that you do not need.

You can revert to an earlier installation of cc:Mail for MS-DOS by using the
backup copies.

See “Reverting to a previous installation of cc:Mail for MS-DOS” in this
chapter.
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Overview: Distributing cc:Mail for MS-DOS to your users
When you distribute cc:Mail for MS-DOS by installing on a server, you can
control which release of cc:Mail for MS-DOS and which color palette your
users can use.

When you distribute cc:Mail for MS-DOS by using a network distribution,
your users can choose among the options that the installation application
provides.

Installing cc:Mail for MS-DOS on the server

1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM or the Installation disk in the
appropriate drive.

2. If you are installing from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM, make sure that you
are in the \DOSMAIL\DESKTOP directory

or

If you are installing from the Installation disk, make sure that you are in
the root directory.

3. Enter INSTALL.

4. Select your options and follow the instructions on the screen.

5. Provide your users with the network drive and the directory for cc:Mail
for MS-DOS.

Your users can run cc:Mail for MS-DOS from the server.

Distributing cc:Mail for MS-DOS through the network
1. Create a directory on the server to store a copy of cc:Mail for MS-DOS. 

2. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM or the Installation disk in the
appropriate drive.

3. If you are installing from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM, make sure that you
are in the \DOSMAIL\DESKTOP directory.

or

If you are installing from the Installation disk, make sure that you are in
the root directory.

4. Copy all the files in the \DOSMAIL\DESKTOP directory or on the
Installation disk to the directory that you created on the server.
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5. Provide your users with the network drive and directory for cc:Mail for
MS-DOS.

6. Have your users copy the files to their hard-disk drives.

Your users can run cc:Mail from their computers.

Note If you want your users to choose specific options during cc:Mail for
MS-DOS Installation, provide them with the necessary information.

Removing older releases of cc:Mail for MS-DOS  
1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM or the Installation disk in the

appropriate drive.

2. If you are installing from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM, make sure that you
are in the \DOSMAIL\DESKTOP directory.

or

If you are installing from the Installation disk, make sure that you are in
the root directory.

3. Enter INSTALL.

The Installation dialog box appears.

4. Select “Remove earlier release of cc:Mail for MS-DOS” and press ENTER.

cc:Mail for MS-DOS Installation deletes the earlier release of cc:Mail for
MS-DOS from the directory.

Reverting to a previous installation of cc:Mail for MS-DOS
1. Make sure that you are in the directory that contains the release of

cc:Mail for MS-DOS that you want to delete.

2. Change the file attributes of all cc:Mail for MS-DOS files to read and
write. 

3. In the subdirectory containing cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS, delete
MAIL6.EXE and MAIL8.EXE.

4. Locate the backup directory containing the previous installation of
cc:Mail for MS-DOS that you want, for example, OLD001.

5. Copy all the files from this backup subdirectory to the original cc:Mail
for MS-DOS subdirectory.
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Overview: Preparing to install cc:Mail for Macintosh

Preconfigure cc:Mail for Macintosh before you distribute it to your users. If
you are upgrading from an earlier release of cc:Mail for Macintosh, your
users can use the same preferences, user names, and passwords that they
used with the earlier release. 

Overview: Preconfiguring cc:Mail for Macintosh 

You can preconfigure cc:Mail for Macintosh for your users by creating a
customized ccMail Prefs document, which you include on the installation
disk. Use the Install Customizer to preconfigure cc:Mail for Macintosh.

To preconfigure cc:Mail for Macintosh, perform the following tasks:

Set the following preferences for cc:Mail:

The size and position of the cc:Mail window

The font type and size for the messages 

The information in the different columns

The file mapping for MS-DOS file attachments 

Preconfigure the following settings for your users so that your users do
not have to provide the information every time they log in to cc:Mail for
Macintosh: 

The post office path in this format: 

Mail:ccMail:MacMail:CLANDATA (Earlier release post office)
Mail:ccMail:MacMail:CCPOMS.00 (Release 6 or later-release post
office)

Note  The path for the Release 6 post office must end with the file
name CCPOMS.00. 

The server login information, such as the server and zone names 

The server login method, Direct Server Access (DSA), Guest, or
Clear Text, for your users to run cc:Mail without accessing the server
volume every time they log in.

A common name and password for all the users to log in to the
server

(Optional) Turn off the “Password Saving” option if you want your
users to enter a password every time they log in.

Note If you turn off “Password Saving,” the “Save Name Only” and
“Save Name and Password” options do not appear in the Log-in
Options dialog box.
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Setting preferences for cc:Mail for Macintosh
1. Install cc:Mail on your Macintosh and start cc:Mail.

2. Choose File - Preferences.

The Preferences dialog box appears.

3. Select “File Mapping” and set the MS-DOS file mappings in the File
Mapping Preferences dialog box.

Note You can get information about MS-DOS file mapping from Apple
Computer, Inc., or from your Apple computer vendor.

4. Choose File - Customize Views.

The cc:Mail Window Layout dialog box appears.

5. Select the font type and size for your message text and define the
columns for your cc:Mail window.

6. Exit cc:Mail.

Preconfiguring cc:Mail for Macintosh
1. Run the Install Customizer from the cc:Mail for Macintosh folder.

2. Choose File - Open.

3. Choose Macintosh - System folder - Preferences folder - ccMail folder.

4. Double-click the ccMail preferences document, which has a name in this
format: “ccMail username.”

5. Select “Include” for each setting, select your options, and enter the
necessary information.

6. Click Done to confirm all your settings or Revert to return to the
previous settings.

7. In the cc:Mail for Macintosh folder, replace the existing preference
document with the one you created.

8. Rename the preference document to ccMail Prefs before distributing
cc:Mail for Macintosh to your users.
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Turning off the Password Saving option
Note Follow this procedure only if you want your users to enter a
password every time they log in.

1. Choose ccMail Options - Password Saving.

2. Choose “Password Saving OFF.”

3. Double-click the copy of cc:Mail for Macintosh that you are going to
distribute.

4. Click OK or press RETURN. 

Caution Make sure that you perform this task before distributing cc:Mail
for Macintosh to your users.

Overview: Installing cc:Mail for Macintosh

cc:Mail for Macintosh does not have a server installation option. Therefore,
cc:Mail for Macintosh is always installed on your users’ computers.

Distributing cc:Mail for Macintosh through the network
Note Installing cc:Mail Release 6 for Macintosh removes older versions of
cc:Mail for Macintosh.

1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

2. Log in to the volume where you want to copy cc:Mail for Macintosh on
the server.

3. In the Finder, drag each installation folder for 680xx and PowerPC from
the \MACMAIL\R6 DESKTOP directory on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM
to the volume on the server. 

Note Make sure that the folder names on the server match the folder
names on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

4. Provide your users with the server name and volume.

Distributing cc:Mail for Macintosh through disk sets 
1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

2. Insert a 1.4MB diskette in the appropriate drive.

3. In the Finder, drag the contents of each installation folder from the
\MACMAIL\R6 DESKTOP directory on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM to
the disk.

Note You can make one disk set for installing cc:Mail for Macintosh on
a 680xx-based computer and another set for PowerPC. 
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4. Insert a new disk in the drive whenever necessary.

5. Name the folder on the disk to match the corresponding installation
folder.

6. Distribute the disk sets to users and ask them to follow the procedures
in Lotus cc:Mail Release 6 for Macintosh User’s Guide to install the
application on their computers. 

Overview: Installing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS 

cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS does not have a server installation option. Therefore,
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS is always installed on your users’ computers.

cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS provides you with the following
installation options:

Installing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS over an existing version of cc:Mail

Installing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS with or without the File Viewers

Note cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS supports configuration installation
distribution (CID). Refer to CIDINST.CMD in the \OS2MAIL\INSTALL
directory on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM to create a response file.

After you install cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS, you can make the
following changes:

Update cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS that is currently installed to
include other features

Delete a previous installation of cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS

Delete and reinstall cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS to include other
features

Install cc:Mail File Viewers for OS/2 WPS if you did not already install
them

Distributing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS through the network
1. Create a directory on the server to store a copy of cc:Mail for OS/2

WPS. 

2. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

3. Copy all the files in the \OS2MAIL\INSTALL directory to the directory
that you created on the server.
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4. Provide your users with the following information:

Instructions for installing, updating, deleting, and adding
components to cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS 

The network drive and directory for cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS

Whether to install the cc:Mail File Viewers, which allow your users
to view, print, and copy data in several file formats

Whether to update their CONFIG.SYS file

Caution  If your users do not want cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS installation
to automatically update the CONFIG.SYS file, they must incorporate
the changes in CONFIG.ADD into the CONFIG.SYS file before they
restart their computers following the installation.

Distributing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS through disk sets 
Note You need five 3.5-inch disks to make a disk set of cc:Mail for OS/2
WPS.

1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

2. Make sure that you are in the \OS2MAIL\DISKIMGS directory on the
Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

3. Insert a 3.5-inch disk in the appropriate drive before entering each of
the following command lines: 

LOADDSKF DISK1.DSK A: /F

LOADDSKF DISK2.DSK A: /F

LOADDSKF DISK3.DSK A: /F

LOADDSKF DISK4.DSK A: /F

LOADDSKF DISK5.DSK A: /F

4. Label your disks and distribute them to your users.

5. Provide your users with the following information:

Instructions for installing, updating, deleting, and adding
components to cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS

Whether to install the cc:Mail File Viewers for OS/2 WPS, which
allow your users to view, print, and copy data in several file formats

Whether to update their CONFIG.SYS file
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Installing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
1. Log in to the volume on the server that contains the cc:Mail for OS/2

WPS files. 

or

Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive and make sure
that you are in the \OS2MAIL\INSTALL directory.

or

Insert Disk 1 in the appropriate drive and make sure that you are in the
correct drive.

2. Enter INSTALL.

The Installation Options dialog box appears.

3. (Optional) To upgrade cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS from an earlier release,
select “Overwrite existing files.“

4. Select your options and follow the instructions on the screen.

5. After the installation is complete, close cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
Installation.

6. Shut down and restart your computer to run cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS.

Updating a previous installation of cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
1. Log in to the volume on the server that contains the cc:Mail for OS/2

WPS files.

or 

Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive and make sure
that you are in the \OS2MAIL\INSTALL directory.

or

Insert Disk 1 in the appropriate drive and make sure that you are in the
correct drive.

2. Enter INSTALL.

The Installation Options dialog box appears.

3. Select “Update the currently installed product.”

4. Click Continue. 

The Update dialog box appears.

5. Select your options and click Update.
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Deleting a previous installation of cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
1. Change to the directory that contains cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS.

2. Run DEINST.EXE. 

Note Running DEINST.EXE deletes the cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS
files and objects from your computer.

Deleting a previous installation and reinstalling cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
Note Deleting and reinstalling cc:Mail Release 6 for OS/2 WPS removes
any user preferences or rules that you created.

1. Log in to the volume on the server that contains the cc:Mail for OS/2
WPS files.

or 

Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive and make sure
that you are in the \OS2MAIL\INSTALL directory.

or

Insert Disk 1 in the appropriate drive and make sure that you are in the
correct drive.

2. Enter INSTALL.

The Installation Options dialog box appears.

3. Select “Delete installed components and reinstall.”

4. Click Continue.

5. Select the components that you want to delete and click Delete. 

The Install dialog box appears. 

6. Select your options and click OK.

Installing additional components
1. Log in to the volume on the server that contains the cc:Mail for OS/2

WPS files.

or 

Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive and make sure
that you are in the \OS2MAIL\INSTALL directory.

or

Insert Disk 1 in the appropriate drive and make sure that you are in the
correct drive.
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2. Enter INSTALL.

The Installation Options dialog box appears.

3. Select “Install additional components.”

4. Click Continue.

The Install - directories dialog box appears.

5. Select the components that you want to install. 

6. (Optional) To determine if you have enough disk space, click Disk
space.

7. Click Cancel to close that dialog box.

8. In the Install - directories dialog box, click Install.

Overview: Making disk sets from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM 

You can make disk sets of the user applications from the Release 8.1
CD-ROM to distribute to your users or to store as backup copies of the
applications. 

cc:Mail Release 8.1 includes batch files that let you copy the following user
applications to 3.5-inch disks:

Application Directories for batch files on the Release 8.1
CD-ROM

cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows 95
or Windows NT

\WINMAIL\R8WIN32\MKDISKS.BAT

cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows 3.1
or 3.11

\WINMAIL\R8WIN16\MKDISKS.BAT

cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows \WINMAIL\R6DSKTOP\MKDISKS.BAT

cc:Mail Mobile Release 6 for
Windows

\WINMAIL\R6MOBILE\MKDISKS.BAT

cc:Mail Release 6 Forms Designer \DESIGNER\MKDISKS.BAT

 cc:Mail Release 6 for MS-DOS \DOSMAIL\DESKTOP\MKDISKS.BAT
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See “Distributing cc:Mail for Macintosh through disk sets” and
“Distributing cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS through disk sets” in this chapter for
information about making disk sets for these applications

The batch files allow you to use one of the following options:

Copy all the application files

Copy specific files 

Making disk sets from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM
1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

2. Make sure that you are in the directory that contains the MKDISK.BAT
file for the application that you want to copy.

See “Overview: Making disk sets from the Release 8.1 CD-ROM ” in
this chapter. 

3. Insert a 3.5-inch disk in the appropriate drive.

4. To copy all the application files, run MKDISK.BAT with the following
parameters:

MKDISKS Drive: All

or 

MKDISKS Drive: Disk# 

5. If you entered All as a parameter, follow the instructions on the screen
to insert disks.

Example: 
MKDISKS A: All ( copies all disks to the disk in drive A)

MKDISKS A: Disk1 (copies disk1 to the disk in drive A)

Overview: Troubleshooting VIM DLL runtime problems

Windows and OS/2 mail-enabled applications must make calls to the VIM
dynamic link library (VIM DLL) runtime set of files. 

To prevent VIM DLL runtime problems, install a single set of the latest VIM
DLL files for all cc:Mail products in your DLL search path. The applications
that make calls to VIM use the first VIM DLL that they find in their search
path. 
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Windows-based products search for the DLLs in these drives and
directories in the following order:

The application’s current directory

The application’s working directory

The \WINDOWS directory

The \WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory

The MS-DOS search path

The Network search path, if any (for example, NetWare Search Drives)

The OS/2-based products use the environment variable LIBPATH in the
CONFIG.SYS file to search for the DLLs.

Note The MS-DOS applications use the statically linked libraries, and
therefore the runtime problems do not apply to them.

Install the VIM DLL files using cc:Mail for Windows Installation to make
sure that you have the latest files.

cc:Mail for Windows Installation copies the latest version of the VIM DLL
set in its directory to make these DLL files available for third-party
programs. The Windows version of VIM DLL also checks the existing VIM
DLL files to make sure that it is not overwriting a later release of these files.

You can download the most recent versions of the VIM DLL
files—VDLWIN.ZIP for Windows and VDLOS2.ZIP for OS/2—from the
following locations:

http://www.lotus.com on the World Wide Web. Go to the Customer
Support site, and choose File Library (FTP) - Files to download - cc:Mail
products - vim.

ftp.support.lotus.com on the ftp server. Log in as anonymous, change
the directory to pub/comm/ccmail/dev_tool, and download the files in
binary format.

GO LOTUSM on CompuServe. Choose Browse Libraries - cc:mail
VIM/IE [15].

650-691-0401, 8N1 on cc:Mail BBS. Choose File Area, VIM - Download a
file.
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The Windows ZIP files contain the following files:

CCMEDT01.DLL 

CCSMI.DLL 

CCUTL01.DLL 

CDVIM.DLL 

CCMCHR01.DLL 

MAILENG.DLL 

MEMMAN.DLL 

SMI.DLL 

VIM.DLL

VMENW16.DLL 

The OS/2 ZIP files contain the following files:

VIM.DLL 

MAILENG.DLL 

MEMMAN.DLL 

CHARSET.DLL 

SMI.DLL 

Tip To check if the files that you downloaded are later releases than your
existing files, compare the release numbers on your files with the time
stamp on the downloaded files. The time stamps correspond to the release
numbers.

If you are a third-party developer interested in obtaining more information
about mail-enabling your applications for cc:Mail, call Lotus cc:Mail Inside
Sales at 800-448-2500 to place an order for Lotus Toolkit Collection.
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Chapter 7 
Converting Existing cc:Mail Post Offices

This chapter describes converting your existing cc:Mail post office to a
Release 6 or later release post office. It also lists all the current release
products and their compatibility with various releases of the post office. 

See Appendix C, “Setting Up a cc:Mail System with Earlier Release
Products,” for information about setting up a cc:Mail system that uses
products that are not compatible with a Release 6 or later release post
office.

You can convert your post office in the following ways:

By using System Installation, if you are converting a Release 5 post
office and using Windows NT

By using Post Office Installation, if you are converting a Release 5 post
office and using MS-DOS, Windows 95, or OS/2

By using PCONVERT, the conversion utility

If you are converting a post office released before Release 5, you must first
upgrade it to a Release 5 post office, and then convert it.

See “Overview: Upgrading your earlier release post offices to Release 5” in
this chapter.

Overview: Current release products and their compatibility with cc:Mail
post offices

A Release 6 or later release post office refers to the DB8 post office used
with cc:Mail Release 6 and Release 8 or later applications.

Note If you have already converted your post office to Release 6, you do
not need to convert it now. You can add the Release 8 administrative,
Internet, or user applications that you want.

See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System.”

A Release 5 post office, in this chapter, refers to the post office used with
Release 5 administrative utilities. 
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The following table lists the applications on the cc:Mail Release 8.1
CD-ROM and their compatibility with cc:Mail post offices:

cc:Mail application Compatibility with
Release 6 or later
release post office
(DB8)

Compatibility with
Release 5 post office
(DB6)

Administrative applications

cc:Mail Release 8.1 Admin for
Windows, DOS, OS/2, and the
administrative utilities

Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8 Rule Agent Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8 Directory Services Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8 Import/Export Yes No

cc:Mail Release 6.0202 Router for
NT, DOS, and OS/2

Yes Yes

cc:Mail Release 6 Forms Designer Yes Yes

Internet applications

cc:Mail Release 8.1 Link to SMTP Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8 for the World
Wide Web

Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8.1 LDAP
Connector

Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8.1 POP3 Server Yes No

cc:Mail Release 8.1 IMAP Server Yes No

User applications

cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows Yes No

cc:Mail Release 6.03 for Windows Yes Yes

cc:Mail Release 6.03 for MS-DOS Yes Yes

cc:Mail Release 6.1 for Macintosh Yes Yes

cc:Mail Release 6.01 for OS/2 WPS Yes Yes

cc:Mail Mobile Release 6.03 for
Windows 

Yes Yes

cc:Mail Mobile for MS-DOS 
Release 3.4

Yes Yes

cc:Mail Mobile for Macintosh 
Release 2.03

Yes Yes
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Tip The applications that are labeled Release 8 or Release 8.1 are
compatible only with the Release 6 or later release post office (DB8); the
applications that are labeled Release 6 are compatible with the Release 6 or
later release post office and the Release 5 post office (DB6). Exceptions to
this are the Mobile applications, which, regardless of release number, are
compatible with both versions of the post office.

Overview: Determining the conversion sequence for your post offices

Your post office must be Release 5 for PCONVERT, the conversion utility,
to convert it to a Release 6 or later release post office. If your post office is
earlier than Release 5, you must first upgrade it to Release 5 and then
convert it.

See “Overview: Upgrading your earlier release post offices to Release 5” in
this chapter.

Use one of the following methods to determine the conversion sequence for
your post office:

Check the user applications that you use.

Run ANALYZE on your post office and check the database version
number in the output.

Determining the post office conversion sequence by checking user
applications

The following table lists the user applications that can help you determine
the conversion sequence for your post office:

If you use this user
application

Follow these guidelines for converting your post office

cc:Mail Release 6 or later
release

If you have already converted your post office to
Release 6, you do not need to convert it.

cc:Mail for MS-DOS 
Release 3.2 to 4.x

Convert your post office.

cc:Mail for Macintosh
Release 1.2 through 3

Convert your post office.

cc:Mail for Windows 
Release 1 through 2.x

Convert your post office.

cc:Mail for OS/2 Release 1.x Convert your post office.
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If you use this user
application

Follow these guidelines for converting your post office

cc:Mail for MS-DOS 
Release 1 through 3.2

First upgrade your post office to Release 5, and
then convert it.

See “Overview: Upgrading your earlier release
post offices to Release 5” in this chapter.

cc:Mail for Macintosh
Release 1 through 1.2

First upgrade your post office to Release 5, and
then convert it.

See “Overview: Upgrading your earlier release
post offices to Release 5” in this chapter.

Determining the post office conversion sequence by running ANALYZE
You can also run ANALYZE on your post office to determine whether you
need to upgrade or convert your post office. If the database version that
ANALYZE returns is version 6, you must convert your post office to
Release 6 or later release. If the database version that ANALYZE returns is
lower than 6, you must first upgrade your post office to Release 5, and then
convert it to Release 6 or later release.

Enter a command line with the following syntax:

ANALYZE /Npostofficename /Dpostofficepath /DIAGNOSTICS

Example:
ANALYZE /NSILVER-HQ /DM:\CCDATA /DIAGNOSTICS

ANALYZE provides the post office database version, as shown in the
following example: 

Analyze 5.12 Copyright (c) 1991-1995 Lotus Dev. Corp.
All rights reserved.

ANALYZE run on: 11/16/96 9:33AM.

Post Office name: silver-hq

Press ESC to terminate ANALYZE program.

Analyzing cc:Mail database file M:\ccdata\CLANDATA.

Database version: 6

In this example, you would need to convert your post office to a Release 6
or later release post office. If the database version were lower than 6, you
would need to upgrade your post office to Release 5 and then convert it.
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Overview: Upgrading your earlier release post offices to Release 5

If your post office is earlier than Release 5, you must first upgrade it to
Release 5. Then, you can convert your post office. To upgrade your post
office to Release 5, you must run Release 5.12 ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and
RECLAIM on your post office. These administrative utilities are included
on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

See “Overview: Determining the conversion sequence for your post
offices” in this chapter.

Note If ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, or RECLAIM reports errors, correct the
errors before proceeding. Call cc:Mail Support Services if you need
assistance.

Upgrading your earlier release post offices to Release 5
1. Copy Release 5.12 ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM from the

\CCMAIL5\ADMIN directory on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

2. Copy ADMIN.RI from the \CCMAIL5\ADMIN directory on the
Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

3. Run Release 5.12 ANALYZE on your existing post office by using the
following syntax:

ANALYZE /Npostofficename /Dpostofficepath /DIAGNOSTICS

Example:

ANALYZE /NSILVER-HQ /DM:\CCDATA /DIAGNOSTICS

4. Run your existing version (not Release 5.12) of CHKSTAT.

5. Run your existing version (not Release 5.12) of RECLAIM.

6. Run Release 5.12 RECLAIM by using the following syntax.

RECLAIM /Npostofficename /Ppostofficepassword 
/Dpostofficepath

Example:

RECLAIM /NSILVER-HQ /PGOLD /DM:\CCDATA

7. Run Release 5.12 ANALYZE again by using the following syntax: 

ANALYZE /Npostofficename /Dpostofficepath /DIAGNOSTICS

Example:

ANALYZE /NSILVER-HQ /DM:\CCDATA /DIAGNOSTICS

The output that ANALYZE returns should be similar to the output shown
in “Determining the post office conversion sequence by running
ANALYZE” in this chapter and should return the database version 6.
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Overview: Planning to convert your post offices

Converting your cc:Mail post offices involves installing the Release 6 or
later release user applications, installing cc:Mail Release 6 Router, and
converting the post offices.

Note The order in which you upgrade your cc:Mail system and convert
your post office depends on which post office and which user applications
you currently use, and the size of your system.

See “Overview: Converting your post office system in stages” in this
chapter.

Before you convert your post offices, make sure that you perform the
following tasks:

Identify the post offices that you are going to convert and the order in
which you plan to convert them. 

Archive the post office that you are going to convert. Copy the post
office to another directory, and test it to make sure that it is archived
properly.

Verify that you have the necessary hardware and software.

See “Hardware and software required for conversion” in this chapter.

Verify that you have the required amount of disk space.

See “Free disk space required for conversion” in this chapter.

Make sure that the post office that you want to convert is a Release 5
post office. 

See “Overview: Determining the conversion sequence for your post
offices” in this chapter.

Allot the time required for the conversion.

See “Time required for conversion” in this chapter.

Change all entries with accented characters in your Directory to unique
names with characters that are supported by the code page of the
Release 6 or later release post office by using Release 5 Admin.

Reconfigure any earlier release cc:Mail Link products and gateway
products that are not compatible with the Release 6 or later release post
office.

See Appendix C, “Setting Up a cc:Mail System with Earlier Release
Products,” for more information.
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Hardware and software required for conversion
To convert your post office by using System Installation, you need the
following minimum hardware and software:

A 486-based computer

Windows NT 3.51, Service Pack 5 or Windows NT 4.0, Service Pack 2

To convert your post office by using other methods, you need the following
minimum hardware and software:

An 80286-based computer with 2MB of RAM 

Tip Use the fastest computer that you have to speed the conversion
process. 

DOS 3.1 or later versions

Free disk space required for conversion 
The size of your Release 6 or later release post office depends on the size of
CLANDATA, the post office file, of your Release 5 post office. When you
convert your post office, MLANDATA, the file that stores messages,
remains the same. However, CLANDATA is split into several files. These
files together require approximately 4 to 5 times the disk space
CLANDATA uses in a Release 5 post office. Check the size of CLANDATA
on your Release 5 post office to determine the disk space required for your
converted post office. 

During the conversion, you must keep a copy of the Release 5 post office.
Therefore, in addition to the disk space for your converted post office, you
need the disk space used by your Release 5 post office. After successfully
converting your post office, you can delete the Release 5 post office.

Note PCONVERT checks for free disk space on the specified directory if
you choose /TARGET or /BACKUP.

See “PCONVERT command-line parameters” in this chapter.
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Time required for conversion
Converting your post office takes approximately 1.5 times the time it takes
to run Release 5 RECLAIM and CHKSTAT. The complete conversion
process includes the time required for the following tasks:

Installing Router Release 6 and the Release 6 user applications

Backing up the existing post office

Shutting down the post office and running Release 5 ANALYZE,
CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM

Running PCONVERT

Running Release 8 ANALYZE on the converted post office

Overview: Converting your post office system in stages

You do not have to convert all components of your post office or all post
offices in your cc:Mail system at the same time. You can convert one post
office in your cc:Mail system first, and then gradually convert other post
offices. For example, you can convert the post office at your company’s
headquarters first, and then convert the post offices at other sites.

However, you must first upgrade your cc:Mail Router to Release 6 for a
Release 6 or later release post office to communicate with a Release 5 post
office. Router Release 6 is compatible with Release 5 and Release 6 and later
release post offices.

You must upgrade your user applications to Release 6 before you convert
your post office. All of the user applications except cc:Mail Release 8 for
Windows are compatible with the Release 5 post office. 

Tip Because cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows is compatible with both the
previous and current releases of the post office, you can ease migration by
installing cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows, then converting your post office,
and later migrating your users to cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows.
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Overview: Converting your post office with PCONVERT

PCONVERT is the tool that you use to convert your post office from 
Release 5 to Release 6 or later release:

PCONVERT converts only Release 5 post offices. If you have post
offices that are earlier than Release 5, you must upgrade them to
Release 5 before converting them.

See “Overview: Determining the conversion sequence for your post
offices” and “Overview: Upgrading your earlier release post offices to
Release 5” in this chapter.

PCONVERT runs on MS-DOS.

You must run Release 5 ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM to
verify the integrity of the post office before running PCONVERT.

PCONVERT uses a command-line syntax that allows you to enter the
post office name, password, and path with a slash or a hyphen. 

PCONVERT does not transfer duplicate entries, such as Jose and José,
to the new post office. 

PCONVERT resets the dates that messages are stored to the date that
the post office is converted. 

Note To delete messages that are older than a certain date or number
of days, use CHKSTAT before you run PCONVERT. 

PCONVERT allows you to specify a code page and a language sort
order for sorting characters in international languages.

See Appendix A, “Language Sort Order and Code Page Tagging,” for
more information.

PCONVERT displays all the defaults that it provides and the
command-line options that you specify. It asks for confirmation before
converting your post office.

What PCONVERT converts
PCONVERT converts the CLANDATA, MLANDATA, and USRxxxxx files
of a Release 5 post office to Release 6 or later release. This includes the
following information:

Messages in users’ Inboxes, folders, and special folders

Directory entries

Post office and user passwords

Bulletin boards and bulletin board messages

Public and private mailing lists
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Users listed in bulletin board propagation lists

Router information and call lists

ADE information

Access rights that certain users have to run administrative utilities

Admin post office profiles

The following table shows a mapping of the file conversion:

This file in a Release 5 post office Is converted to this in a Release 6 or later release
post office

MLANDATA CCPOMS.xx (message store)

CLANDATA CCPODS.xx (directory store)
CCPOMI.xx (message index)
CCPODD.xx (data dictionary)

NFTERROR.LOG CCNFT.LOG

USRxxxxx Unnnnnnn.xx (user file)

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide for a list of all the post
office files.

What PCONVERT does not convert
PCONVERT does not convert the following files because their format does
not change:

User archives

TRANSIT.LOG 

MOBILE.INI

Router log 

CCMSTAT 

NFTCHECK

PCONVERT command-line parameters
PCONVERT requires the following command-line parameters:

/N The existing post office name

/P The existing post office password

/D The existing post office path
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The optional command-line parameters for PCONVERT are listed in the
following table:

Parameter Purpose

/TARGET/path Creates all the Release 8 post office files in the specified
target directory and drive. All the earlier release post office
files remain in their original directory.

Note  You can use either /TARGET or /BACKUP, but not
both.

/BACKUP/path Stores all the earlier release post office files in the /BACKUP
directory. The Release 8 files are stored in the original
directory. For example, M:\CCDATA contains the Release 8
post office files, and M:\CCBACKUP contains all the earlier
release post office files.

Make sure that the backup directory that you specify is on
the same directory level and on the same drive as the earlier
release post office files.

/BACKUP works on MS-DOS and Windows 3.1, but not on
Windows NT, Windows 95, or on an OS/2 LAN Server
Version 4. Use /TARGET for these platforms.

/BACKUP works only on operating systems that support
renaming subdirectories. It does not work with directories
that are not mapped to the root, such as SUBST’d DOS
directories.

Note  You can use either /TARGET or /BACKUP, but not
both.

Note  If no option is specified for backing up the earlier
release post office, by default all earlier release files are
renamed as *.TMP in the directory specified by the /D
option. 
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Parameter Purpose

/LANGUAGE/xx Sets the language for the Directory sort order. xx stands for
the language code that you choose. The default is the
language that corresponds to the country code of your
computer. 
 
See “Overview: Language sort order” in Appendix A for a
list of languages and their codes.

Note  If your Directory contains entries that include
accented characters, make sure that you select
/LANGUAGE/IN for international English instead of
/LANGUAGE/EN for English.

/CODEPAGE/xxx Sets the code page for a specific computer. xxx is the code
page number that you can enter. The default is the code
page that your computer uses.

See “Overview: Code page tagging” in Appendix A for a
list of the code page numbers and supported platforms.

/NOCHECK Prevents PCONVERT from checking free disk space. You
can use this option with Windows 95 and Windows NT
only.

/BATCH Specifies the batch file parameter. When you run
PCONVERT by using /BATCH, the process continues even
if you press ESC.

/? Provides a brief online description of all PCONVERT
parameters.
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Overview: Converting your Release 5 post office

Before you convert your existing Release 5 post office, you must run 
Release 5 ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM to ensure the internal
consistency of the post office, to reorganize the post office files, and to
optimize disk space. 

When you run Release 5 ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM, make sure
that these processes are successful before you continue. If error messages
appear, resolve the errors first. Call cc:Mail Support Services if you need
assistance. 

Caution Do not convert a post office until you resolve any existing
problems. 

Converting your Release 5 post office by using Release 8.1 System
Installation
If you are converting your post office by using System Installation, perform
the following tasks: 

Task 1: Prepare to convert your Release 5 post office

Task 2: Convert your post office

Preparing to convert your Release 5 post office
1. Ask your users to delete unwanted messages

2. Clear all pending outgoing mail by running Router or the Link
programs so that they only send messages.

3. Run Release 5 ANALYZE by using the following syntax:

ANALYZE /Npostofficename /Dpostofficepath /DIAGNOSTICS

Example:

ANALYZE /NSILVER-HQ /DM:\CCDATA /DIAGNOSTICS

Caution Make sure that ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM are
successful before you proceed. Resolve any problems before you
continue. Call cc:Mail Support Services if you need assistance. 

4. Run Release 5 CHKSTAT by using the following syntax:

CHKSTAT /Npostofficename /Ppostofficepassword /Dpostofficepath
/DIAGNOSTICS/R

Example:

CHKSTAT /NSILVER-HQ /PGOLD /DM:\CCDATA
/DIAGNOSTICS/R
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5. Run Release 5 RECLAIM by using the following syntax:

RECLAIM /Npostofficename /Ppostofficepassword /Dpostofficepath

Example:

RECLAIM /NSILVER-HQ /PGOLD /DM:\CCDATA

Converting your Release 5 post office
1. Insert the Release 8.1 CD-ROM in the appropriate drive.

2. Select \INSTALL.

3. Run SETUP.EXE.

4. Follow the instructions on the screen.

Converting your Release 5 post office by using PCONVERT

Task 1: Install cc:Mail Release 6 Router in place of your existing
Router.
See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System,” for information about
installing cc:Mail Release 6 Router.

Task 2: Install the cc:Mail Release 6 user applications.
See Chapter 6,“Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications,” for
information about installing the appropriate user applications.

Task 3: Prepare to convert your Release 5 post office

Task 4: Convert your post office
Note You cannot upgrade your user applications from earlier releases to
Release 6 or later release. You must install the new Release 6 or later release
applications. The users’ configurations do not change when you install the
Release 6 or later release user applications.

Preparing to convert your Release 5 post office
1. Ask your users to delete unwanted messages.

2. Clear all pending outgoing mail by running Router or the Link
programs so that they only send messages.

3. Run Release 5 ANALYZE by using the following syntax:

ANALYZE /Npostofficename /Dpostofficepath /DIAGNOSTICS

Example:

ANALYZE /NSILVER-HQ /DM:\CCDATA /DIAGNOSTICS

Caution Make sure that ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, and RECLAIM are
successful before you proceed. Resolve any problems before you
continue. Call cc:Mail Support Services if you need assistance. 

4. Run Release 5 CHKSTAT by using the following syntax:
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CHKSTAT /Npostofficename /Ppostofficepassword /Dpostofficepath
/DIAGNOSTICS/R

Example:

CHKSTAT /NSILVER-HQ /PGOLD /DM:\CCDATA
/DIAGNOSTICS/R

5. Run Release 5 RECLAIM by using the following syntax:

RECLAIM /Npostofficename /Ppostofficepassword /Dpostofficepath

Example:

RECLAIM /NSILVER-HQ /PGOLD /DM:\CCDATA

Converting your Release 5 post office
1. Back up your current administrative programs to another location. Run

cc:Mail Post Office Installation by following the instructions in
“Creating a cc:Mail post office by using Post Office Installation” in
Chapter 5.

Note Post Office Installation copies all the Release 8 administrative
utilities and PCONVERT to the default directory M:\CCADMIN or to a
directory that you specify. This includes ADMIN.EXE, the
administrative utilities, PCONVERT.EXE, the resource file ADMIN.RI,
CCPOPACK, which contains the database template pack, and others. 

2. Shut down the post office. 

Note Use the Release 5 NPODOWN utility for a Novell network or
create a file named CCPODOWN in your current post office directory. 

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 5.1 Administrative Utilities Administrator’s
Manual for details.

3. Run PCONVERT by using the following syntax: 

PCONVERT /Npostofficename /Ppostofficepassword 
/Dpostofficepath /[optional parameters]

Example:

PCONVERT /NSILVER-HQ /PGOLD /DM:\CCDATA
/TARGET/D:\NEW

Caution If PCONVERT is interrupted during the conversion, delete all
CC*.* and U*.* template files from the Release 8 post office directory
and restart PCONVERT.
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4. To verify the integrity of the post office, run Release 8 ANALYZE by
using the following syntax: 

ANALYZE /N postofficename /P postofficepassword /D postofficepath
/DIAGNOSTICS /LOG filename

Example:

ANALYZE /N SILVER-HQ /P GOLD /D M:\CCDATA
/DIAGNOSTICS /LOG LOGFILE

5. To improve the performance of your post office, run Release 8
RECLAIM by using the following syntax:

RECLAIM /N postofficename /P postofficepassword /D postofficepath

Example:

RECLAIM /N SILVER-HQ /P GOLD /D M:\CCDATA

Overview: Running PCONVERT by using batch files

You can run PCONVERT by using batch file parameters. Make sure that
you include all the programs (ANALYZE, CHKSTAT, RECLAIM) required
to run PCONVERT successfully. 

The programs must be run in the following order: 

Release 5 ANALYZE 

Release 5 CHKSTAT 

Release 5 RECLAIM 

PCONVERT

Release 8 ANALYZE

Release 8 RECLAIM

This order is the same as the one given in the procedure for converting your
post office.

See “Converting your Release 5 post office by using PCONVERT” in this
chapter.

Note You must verify that each step has been successful before proceeding
to the next step. You can do this by checking for an exit code of zero (0).
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Overview: Troubleshooting PCONVERT

The following table lists error messages that you might encounter while
running PCONVERT and suggests solutions:

Error message Suggested solution

Database file CCPOPACK cannot be
found. Cannot create Post Office.
PCONVERT process ended with error:
3003.

Make sure that the post office file
CCPOPACK is stored in the same
directory as PCONVERT.EXE. Rerun
PCONVERT.

Database file CCVER.TB cannot be
found. Cannot create Post Office.
PCONVERT process ended with error:
3003.

Make sure that the post office file
CCVER.TB is stored in the same
directory as PCONVERT.EXE. Rerun
PCONVERT. 

Where to go from here

Refer to Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide for information on
administering a cc:Mail Release 8.1 system.
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Appendix A
Language Sort Order and Code Page Tagging

Overview: Language sort order

A language sort order affects how language-specific characters appear in
the cc:Mail Directory. cc:Mail provides a feature to sort the Directory
entries in the correct order for US English, European languages, and other
languages. The default is the language that corresponds to the country code
of your computer.  

For example, the cc:Mail sorting sequence sorts accented characters, such as
a, à, á, â, ã in the correct order and not at the beginning or the end of the
alphabetic sequence. The sorting sequence uses the sorting table, which
provides the ordering information for correct sorting based on the
language.

A list of language sort orders that cc:Mail supports is given in the following
table.

This language Uses this extension

American English EN

Croatian HR

Czech CS

Dutch NL

Eastern European EE

French FR

German DE

Hungarian HU

International (English) IN

Norwegian/Danish NO

Polish PL

Romanian RO
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This language Uses this extension

Slovenian SL

Spanish (Modern) ES

Spanish (Old) OS

Swedish/Finnish SV

Overview: Code page tagging
A code page contains a set of characters in a language that the post office
uses to store information in the Directory. The default code page setting is
the code page of the computer.

The following table provides a list of the code page numbers and their
corresponding language categories that cc:Mail supports:

This code page number Is for the language category

437 American English

850 Multinational

851 Latin-2 

852 Eastern European, Czech

857 Turkish

860 Portuguese

861 Icelandic

862 Hebrew

863 Canadian, French

865 Norwegian, Danish
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Appendix B
Mapping Release 5 Utilities to Current Release Utilities

This appendix shows a mapping between the Release 5 utilities and the 
Release 8 utilities. 

Note Many of the changes discussed here were introduced in cc:Mail
Release 6.

The Release 8 utilities have changed in the following ways:

The diagnostics function of Release 5 CHKSTAT is performed by 
Release 8 RECLAIM.

The Directory statistics function of Release 5 CHKSTAT is performed
by Release 8 DIRSTAT.

The message management function of Release 5 CHKSTAT is
performed by Release 8 MSGMGR.

Release 8 syntax allows you to use either the full form of the parameters
or their abbreviations. For example, you can use either
/DIAGNOSTICS or /DI. 

The Release 8 utilities do not correspond exactly to the Release 5
utilities, and the parameters in the two releases do not match
one-to-one. 

This appendix lists only those parameters that have changed from Release 5
to Release 8 or have been removed from the Release 8 utilities. 

Note In the following tables, n.a. means not applicable; the parameter is
either not necessary in Release 8, or its function is performed by another
parameter. 

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrative Utilities Parameters for a
complete alphabetical listing of all parameters.
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CCSAVE

Release 5 parameter Release 8 parameter and its
abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/BATCH /BATCH (/BA) Allows you to run the utility in batch
mode. When you run CCSAVE by
using /BATCH, the process continues
even if you press ESC.
 

/DIRECTORY /CCPODS (/DS) Saves the Directory store, which was
part of CLANDATA in Release 5. 

/MESSAGES /CCPOMS (/MS)
/CCPOMI (/MI)

Saves the message store (CCPOMS),
which was MLANDATA in Release 5,
and message index (CCPOMI), which
was part of CLANDATA in Release 5.
 

/NONEXCLUSIVE n.a. CCSAVE no longer checks for
exclusive access unless you specify
/IGNORECCPODOWN.

/OTHERS /CCPODD (/DD) CCSAVE copies all the post office files
by default.

/TARGET\path /TARGET path (/TA path) Sets the path to the temporary target
directory used by CCSAVE. The
default directory is specified by
/PODIR or /D.

/USERS /ALLUSERFILES (/AUF) Saves all mailbox (user) files.

/USRxxxxx /USERNAMEFILE
Uxxxxxxxx.nn 
(/NUF Uxxxxxxxx.nn)

Saves the mailbox (user) file that you
specify by mailbox number.

/VERIFY /VERIFY (VE) Verifies that the post office files
transfer successfully by comparing the
page written to disk with a copy of
the page still in memory.
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ANALYZE

Release 5 parameter Release 8 parameter and its
abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/BATCH /BATCH (/BA) Allows you to run ANALYZE in
batch mode. When you run
ANALYZE by using /BATCH, the
process continues even if you press
ESC.

/DIAGNOSTICS /DIAGNOSTICS (/DI) Displays detailed information about
any database errors under individual
headings as well as at the end of the
analysis. The default output is not as
detailed as this.

/DIRECTORY /CCPODS (/DS) Analyzes the Directory store, which
was part of CLANDATA in Release 5.

/MESSAGES /CCPOMS (/MS)
/CCPOMI (/MI)

Analyzes the message store
(CCPOMS), which was MLANDATA
in Release 5, and message index
(CCPOMI), which was part of
CLANDATA in Release 5.

/USERS /ALLUSERFILES (/AUF) Analyzes all mailbox (user) files.

/USRxxxxx /USERNUMFILE xxxxxxx 
(/NUF Uxxxxxxx)

Analyzes the mailbox (user) file that
you specify by number.
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CHKSTAT’s Directory statistics parameters

Release 5 CHKSTAT
parameter

Release 8 DIRSTAT parameter
and its abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/BATCH /BATCH (/BA) Allows you to run DIRSTAT in batch
mode. When you run DIRSTAT by
using /BATCH, the process continues
even if you press ESC.

/ADDRESSES 
 
/suboptions

/ADDRESSES (/AD) Lists all the Directory entries with the
cc:Mail Address field. 

/L /LOCALUSERS (/LU) Lists the Directory address for L users.

/P /POQUEUES (/PQ) Lists the Directory address for P
entries.

/R /REMOTEUSERS (/RU) Lists the Directory address for R
users.

/DIRINFO
 

 
/suboptions

/DIRINFO (/DI) Lists all the Directory information that
you can get if you use /ADDRESSES,
/DIRLIST, /STATUSERS, and
/DIRPROP together. 

/L /LOCALUSERS
/DELIMITED
(/LU /DLM)

Lists Directory information for L users
in a delimited format, which most
database applications can read.

/P /POQUEUES /DELIMITED
(/PQ /DLM)

Lists Directory information for P
entries in a delimited format, which
most database applications can read.

/R /REMOTEUSERS
/DELIMITED
(/RU /DLM)

Lists Directory information for R users
in a delimited format, which most
database applications can read.

/NOUSR n.a. You do not need to omit user file
information to improve report
performance.
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Release 5 CHKSTAT
parameter

Release 8 DIRSTAT parameter
and its abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/DIRLIST 
 

/suboptions

/DIRLIST (/DL) Lists the post office Directory and, for
each user, provides the name, the
location, the date last checked in, the
login status, and comments. 

/L /LOCALUSERS 
(/LU )

Lists the mail Directory with the Last
Checked In field for L users.

/P /POQUEUES 
(/PQ )

Lists the mail Directory with the Last
Checked In field for P entries.

/R /REMOTEUSERS 
(/RU )

Lists the mail Directory with the Last
Checked In field for R users.

/STATUSERS
 
/suboptions 

/STATUSERS (/SU) Lists statistics for all Directory entries
sorted by user name.

/A n.a. The default is to process all users,
including remote users.

/N n.a. The default is to sort entries by user
name.

/L /LOCALUSERS 
(/LU )

Displays user statistics for L users.

/P /POQUEUES 
(/PQ )

Displays user statistics for P entries.

/R /REMOTEUSERS 
(/RU )

Displays user statistics for R entries.
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CHKSTAT’s message management and statistics parameters

Release 5 CHKSTAT
parameter

Release 8 MSGMGR parameter
and its abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/MESSAGES

/suboptions

n.a. MSGMGR performs the message
management functions.

/L /LOCALUSERS (/LU) Selects all L users’ messages.

/P /POQUEUES (/PQ) Selects all messages from all P post
offices that have drive letters as their
addresses.

/R /REMOTEUSERS (RU) Selects the messages of all users at
other post offices. 

/ALL /ALLMESSAGES (/AM) Selects all messages in bulletin boards,
folders, and inboxes.

/BBOARD 

/suboption

/ALLBBOARDS (/ABB) Selects all bulletin board messages.

/“#title” /BBOARD title
(/BB title)

Selects messages in the bulletin board
specified by title.

/DAYS/n /STOREDAYS n
(/DY n)

Selects messages older than n days.

/DELETE /DELETE (/DEL) Deletes messages that meet the
specified conditions.

/FOLDER

/suboption

n.a. Users without access rights cannot
select messages in their own folders.

/title /PRIVFOLDER titl
(/PRF titl)

Selects messages in the folder
specified by title.

/INBOX /INBOX (/I) Selects all messages in users’ inboxes,
including bulletin board messages
located in the bulletin board inbox.
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Release 5 CHKSTAT
parameter

Release 8 MSGMGR parameter
and its abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/mm/dd/yy /STOREDATE mm/dd/yy
(/DT mm/dd/yy)

MSGMGR selects messages that are
stored, instead of created, on a specific
date.

/MSGLOG /MSGLOG (ML) Selects messages in the Message Log
folders.

/MSGSIZE/s /MSGSIZE size
(/MSS size)

Selects messages equal to, or larger
than, the size specified in kilobytes.

/READ /READ (/R) Selects messages that have been read.

/RENUM n.a. You do not need this option.

/TRASHFOLD /TRASH (/T) Selects messages in the Trash folder.

/UNREAD /UNREAD (/UR) Selects messages that have not been
read.

/USR/“name” /USER name 
(/U name)

Selects messages in the specified
user’s mailbox. 
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CHKSTAT’s diagnostics parameters

Release 5 CHKSTAT
parameter

Release 8 RECLAIM parameter
and its abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/DIAGNOSTICS

 
/suboptions

/STANDARD 
(/ST)

Checks post office for discrepancies,
and provides diagnostic output and
error summaries.

/L n.a. You do not need this option.

/M n.a. You do not need this option.

/R /STANDARD 
(/ST)

Checks and reconciles post office
discrepancies.

/DIRECTORY /CCPODS (/DS) Checks the Directory store, which was
part of CLANDATA in Release 5.

/MAILLIST /MAILLIST Lists public or private mailing lists
during checking.

/MESSAGES /CCPOMS (/MS)
/CCPOMI (/MI)

Checks the message store (CCPOMS),
which was MLANDATA in Release 5,
and message index (CCPOMI), which
was part of CLANDATA in Release 5.

/UMID n.a. You do not need this option.

/USERS /ALLUSERFILES (/AUF) Checks all mailbox (user) files only. 

/USR/xxxxx /USERNUMFILE xxxxxxx 
(/NUF Uxxxxxxx)

Selects only one user’s mailbox file on
which to act.
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RECLAIM 

Release 5 parameter Release 8 parameter and its
abbreviation

Function in Release 8

/BATCH /BATCH (/BA) Allows you to run RECLAIM in batch
mode. When you run RECLAIM by
using /BATCH, the process continues
even if you press ESC. 

/DIAGNOSTICS /DIAGNOSTICS (/DI) Prints out diagnostic information
while processing.

/DIRECTORY /CCPODS (/DS) Checks the Directory store, which was
part of CLANDATA in Release 5. 

/DIRECTORY/n n.a. You do not need this parameter to
reserve space for large numbers of
Directory entries.

/EKEY/string n.a. This option is not supported. 

/MESSAGES /CCPOMS (/MS)
/CCPOMI (/MI)

Reorganizes the message store
(CCPOMS), which was MLANDATA
in Release 5, and message index
(CCPOMI), which was part of
CLANDATA in Release 5.

/RENAME n.a. You do not need this option.
 

/RENUM n.a. You do not need this option. 

/TARGET\path n.a. You do not need this option. 

/USERS /ALLUSERFILES (/AUF) Reorganizes all mailbox (user) files
only.
 

/USR/xxxxx /USERNUMFILE xxxxxxx 
(/NUF Uxxxxxxx)

Selects only one user’s mailbox file to
reorganize.
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Appendix C
Setting Up a cc:Mail System with Earlier Release
Products

This appendix describes how to use earlier release cc:Mail products that are
not compatible with a Release 6 or later release post office. 

Note Except for the Release 5.12 administrative tools and Release 5.12
Import/Export, the Release 8.1 CD-ROM does not contain any earlier
release products that are not compatible with a Release 6 or later release
post office. You must buy them separately.

Overview: Earlier release products and their compatibility with cc:Mail
post offices

Earlier release products, in this appendix, are the products that are not
compatible with a Release 6 or a later release post office. The following
products are not compatible with a Release 6 or later release post office and
must be run on a Release 5 post office:

cc:Mail Link to MHS Release 2

cc:Mail Pager Gateway Release 1

Lotus Fax Server Release 1, cc:Mail Edition

If you want to use any cc:Mail product that is not compatible with the
Release 6 or later release post office, you must set up a Release 5 post office.
You can set up a Release 5 post office by using cc:Mail Release 5.12
ADMIN, which is included on the Release 8.1 CD-ROM.

Note Before you use any third-party products on a Release 6 or later
release post office, make sure that they are compatible with a Release 6 or a
later release post office. 
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Ways to set up a cc:Mail system with current release and earlier release
products

You can set up a cc:Mail system with current release and earlier release
products by using one of the following methods:

Installing the Release 8.1 products on a Release 6 or later release post
office, and installing the earlier release products on a Release 5 post
office. Use cc:Mail Router Release 6 to connect the post offices.

Installing the Release 6 user applications, Router Release 6, and 
earlier release products on a Release 5 post office.

Note You do not have to install Router if you have a single post 
office system.

See Chapter 7, “Converting Existing cc:Mail Post Offices,” for instructions
on converting your post office from Release 5 to Release 6 or later release.

The following sections provide guidelines for setting up your post offices 
in different environments.

Setting up a multiple post office system with the current release and
earlier release products 

If you are a new cc:Mail administrator, use the following guidelines to set
up a multiple post office system that requires earlier release products:

1. Set up Release 6 or later release post offices.

See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System.”

See also Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide.

2. Install the Release 6 or later release user applications on the Release 6 or
later release post office.

See Chapter 6, “Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications.”

3. Install Router Release 6 on the Release 6 post office.

See Chapter 5, “Installing a New cc:Mail System.”

4. Set up a Release 5 post office.

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 5 Administrative Utilities Administrator’s
Manual. 

5. Install the earlier release products on the Release 5 post office.

6. Connect the post offices by using Router Release 6.

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 8.1 Administrator’s Guide.
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Setting up a single post office with the current release and earlier
release products

If you are a new cc:Mail administrator, use the following guidelines to set
up a single post office with the Release 8 and earlier release products:

1. Install a Release 5 post office.

See Lotus cc:Mail Release 5 Administrative Utilities Administrator’s
Manual.

2. Install the Release 6 user applications.

See Chapter 6, “Installing and Distributing cc:Mail User Applications.”

3. Install the earlier release products that you want. 

See the appropriate guide for instructions. 

Note Many Release 8.1 products are not compatible with a Release 5 post
office.

See “Overview: Current release products and their compatibility with
cc:Mail post offices” in Chapter 7 for a table of products and their post
office compatibility.
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A
Access requirements for Internet

servers, 67
Address translation table, 2
ADE (Automatic Directory

Exchange)
defined, 18
propagating Directory updates, 19
sending Directory updates, 18
synchronizing Directories, 18

ADE concepts
home post office, 36
propagation flags, 44
propagation types, 44
repropagation, 36

ADE relationships
Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster, 39
Custom, 38
defined, 35
defining, for post offices, 46
Division-to-Division, 40
Enterprise-to-Enterprise, 42
example of, 47
guidelines for choosing, 48
Peer-to-Peer, 43
predefined, 37, 38
Superior-Subordinate, 39
types of, 38

Admin
described, 14
requirements for installing, 59

Admin for DOS, 5
Admin for OS/2, 5
Admin for Windows

documentation for, 4
new feature in cc:Mail, 2

Administration
ADE functionality, 18
administrative utilities, 14
checking post office release

number, 112

Administration (cont.)
converting post office system in

stages, 116
converting post offices, 109, 114
customizing setup of Release 8 for

Windows, 91
direct connection 

configuration, 32
hub-spoke configuration, 31
large mail system, 33
mapping Release 5 parameters to

Release 8, 129
message traffic, optimizing, 17
naming post offices, 71
PCONVERT, 117
planning a cc:Mail system, 27
post office passwords, 72
preparing for installation, 73
product compatibility, 139
propagating Directory updates, 19
response files, 90
synchronizing Directories, 18
upgrading database versions, 113

Administrative applications
described, 14
requirements for, 59

Administrative utilities, 14
Administrators

cc:Mail, 12
functions of, 11
naming conventions, 72
post office, 12

Advanced Messaging Server
components of, 10
defined, 2
requirements for, 58

ANALYZE
parameters, 131
running, 112, 116, 117, 121

Automated install for cc:Mail for
Windows

described, 87, 88
overview, 90
procedure for using, 91

Automatic Directory Exchange. 
See ADE.

Automatic Maintenance, 73
new feature in cc:Mail, 2
System Installation, 75

B
BACKUP parameter, 119
Batch files for PCONVERT, 124
BATCH parameter, 120, 130
Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster

relationship
described, 39
when to use, 40

C
cc:Mail Web

described, 22
Call list, defined, 31
cc:Mail

administrative applications, 14
Inside Sales, 6
installing, 69
Internet applications, 21
Support Services, 6
training information, 6
user applications, 22

cc:Mail administrators, defined, 12
cc:Mail concepts, 9
cc:Mail Directory. See Directories.
cc:Mail Directory Services

configuring, 75, 78
described, 19
new feature in cc:Mail, 3
requirements for installing, 61

cc:Mail for Macintosh
described, 25
disk sets for, 100
distributing, 100
distribution methods, 89
documentation for, 6
installation methods, 89
installation overview, 100
installing, 100
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C (Cont.)

cc:Mail for Macintosh (cont.)
network distribution, 100
preconfiguring, 98, 99
preparing to install, 98
requirements for installing, 66
server install, 100
setting preferences, 99
turning off Password Saving

option, 100
cc:Mail for MS-DOS

described, 24
disk sets for, 105
distributing, 96
distribution methods, 89
documentation for, 6
installation methods, 89
installing, 95
network distribution, 96
removing older releases of, 97
requirements for installing, 65
reverting to previous installation

of, 97
server install, 96

cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS
deleting and reinstalling, 104
deleting previous 

installations of, 104
described, 24
disk sets for, 102
distribution methods, 90
documentation for, 6
installation methods, 90
installation overview, 101
installing, 103
installing additional 

components, 104
network distribution, 101
requirements for installing, 65
server install, 101
updating previous installations

of, 103
cc:Mail for Windows

Automated install, 90
disk sets for, 105
distributing, 93
installation overview, 92
installing, 93

cc:Mail for Windows (cont.)
network distribution, 92
requirements for installing, 64
See also cc:Mail Release 6 and

cc:Mail Release 8 for
Windows.

server install, 92
cc:Mail Forms

described, 20
documentation for, 4

cc:Mail IMAP Server. See IMAP
Server.

cc:Mail LDAP Connector
See LDAP Connector.

cc:Mail Link to MHS, 139
cc:Mail Mobile

described, 25
documentation for, 5
requirements for installing, 66

cc:Mail Pager Gateway, 139
cc:Mail POP3 Server. See POP3

Server.
cc:Mail post offices. See Post Offices.
cc:Mail Release 6 for Windows

converting post offices, 116
described, 23
distribution methods, 87, 88
documentation for, 5
installation methods, 87, 88
See also cc:Mail for Windows.

cc:Mail Release 8 for Windows
converting post offices, 116
customizing setup of, 91
described, 22
distribution methods, 87, 88
documentation for, 5
installation methods, 87, 88
See also cc:Mail for Windows.

cc:Mail Router. See Router.
cc:Mail Rule Agent. See Rule Agent.
cc:Mail systems

direct connection 
configuration, 31

hub-spoke configuration, 30
large, 33
planning, 27
single post office, 28

cc:Mail Web
configuring, 77
described, 21
documentation for, 4
HTTP server, 73
new feature in cc:Mail, 3
requirements for installing, 62

CCPOPACK, 125
CCSAVE

backup directory for, 73
parameters, 130

CCVER.TB, 125
Changing post office name, 71
Checking database versions, 112
CHKSTAT

diagnostics parameters, 136
Directory statistics 

parameters, 132
message management 

parameters, 134
running, 116, 117, 121

Code page
defined, 3
numbers, 128

CODEPAGE parameter, 120
Command-line parameters for

PCONVERT, 118
Compatibility, products and post

offices, 110
Configuration

direct connection, 29, 31
hub-spoke, 29, 30
large mail system, 33
message routing, 29
multilevel hub-spoke, 33
multiple post office system, 12
Router, 14
single post office system, 12

Configuring
cc:Mail Directory Services, 75, 78
cc:Mail Web, 77
IMAP Server, 78
LDAP Connector, 78
Link to SMTP, 77
POP3 Server, 78
post office system, 28
Rule Agent, 79
TCP/IP, 73
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Configuring post offices
for exchanging Directory

information, 35
for routing messages, 29
steps for, 35

Connection requirements, 61
Containers, defined, 11
Conventions

administrator's name, 72
in this guide, 7
last name, first name format, 72
post office name, 71
post office passwords, 72

Conversion sequence for post 
offices, 111

Converting
cc:Mail system in stages, 116
checking database versions, 112
checking user applications, 111
database versions, 113
disk space required for, 115
earlier release post office to

Release 5, 113
PCONVERT, using, 122
Post Office Installation, 109
post offices, 109, 121
post offices, planning for, 114
preparing for, 121
requirements for, 114
System Installation, 74, 109, 121
time required for, 116

Creating new post offices, 74
Current post office, defined, 11
Customizing installation, 70, 76, 82
Customizing setup of cc:Mail 

Release 8 for Windows, 91

D
Database versions, checking, 112
DB6. See Release 5 post office.
DB8. See Release 6 or later release

post office.
Default directories for System

Installation, 74
Defining ADE relationships, 29
Defining post office relationships, 46
Determining number of post 

offices, 28

Direct connection configuration
administration requirements, 32
advantages of, 32
defined, 29, 31
disadvantages of, 32
Division-to-Division ADE

relationship, 41
functionality of, 31

Directories
Automatic Directory Exchange.

See ADE.
cc:Mail Directory Services, 19
centralized control of, 37
code pages, 128
defined, 11
defining post office 

relationships, 46
distributed control of, 37
forwarding propagated updates

of, 36
Import/Export, 19
propagating updates of, 19
repropagating updates of, 36
sending updates with ADE, 18
synchronizing multiple, 18

Directory information, 
exchanging, 35

DIRSTAT parameters, 132
Disk distribution, described, 88
Disk sets

cc:Mail for Macintosh, 100
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 105
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 102
cc:Mail for Windows, 105
cc:Mail Forms Designer, 105
procedures for making, 106

Distributing
cc:Mail for Macintosh, 100
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 96
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 101
cc:Mail for Windows, 93
user applications, 87

Division-to-Division relationship
described, 40
when to use, 41

Documentation, 3
DOS client. See cc:Mail for MS-DOS.

E
Earlier release post office

defined, 113
upgrading, 113

Earlier release products, defined, 139
ECS (European character set), 127
Enterprise-to-Enterprise relationship

described, 42
when to use, 43

European character set (ECS), 127
Exchanging Directory information, 35
Exchanging Directory updates, 18

ADE relationships, 29
Expanding a cc:Mail system, 28

F
File conversion, PCONVERT, 118
Files, PCONVERT and batch, 124
Flags, propagation, 44
Forms Designer, 6
Full user move, 4

G
Group scheduling, defined, 20
Guides, Lotus cc:Mail, 3

H
Hardware requirements

Admin, 59
administrative applications, 59
cc:Mail Directory Services, 61
cc:Mail for Macintosh, 66
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 65
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 65
cc:Mail for Windows, 64
cc:Mail Mobile, 66
cc:Mail Web, 62
converting post offices, 115
IMAP Server, 62
Import/Export, 60
Internet applications, 61
LDAP Connector, 62
Link to SMTP, 61
Lotus Mail, 63
POP3 Server, 62
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Hardware requirements (cont.)
Router, 59
Rule Agent, 60
System Installation, 115
user applications, 64

Help, technical support, 6
Home post office

ADE concepts, 36
defined, 11, 36

HTTP server, 73
Hub-spoke configuration

administration requirements, 31
advantages of, 31
defined, 29, 30
disadvantages of, 31
functionality of, 30
multilevel, 33
Router requirements for, 30

I
IMAP Server

access requirements, 67
configuring, 78
described, 21
new feature in cc:Mail, 3
requirements for installing, 62
uninstalling, 84

Import/Export, 19
documentation for, 4
requirements for installing, 60

Importing users
cc:Mail Directory Services, 19
Import/Export, 19
Novell directories, from, 19

Indirect propagation, 36
Individual applications, installing, 76
Installing

Automated install for cc:Mail for
Windows, 90

Automatic Maintenance, 73
cc:Mail, 69
cc:Mail for Macintosh, 100
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 95
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 101
cc:Mail for Windows, 92
customizing, 70, 76, 82
disk distribution, 88

Installing (cont.)
hardware requirements for Post

Office Installation, 83
individual applications, 76
MS-DOS, using, 82
Network distribution, 87, 88
Node install, 87, 88
options, 70
Organizer, 92
OS/2, using, 82
overview, 70
PCONVERT, using, 83
Post Office Installation, using, 85
post offices, 85
post offices with earlier release

products, 140
preconfiguring cc:Mail for

Macintosh, 98
preparation for, 71, 73
Router on a dedicated PC, 85
Server install, 87, 88
software requirements for Post

Office Installation, 83
Standalone install, 87, 88
steps for, 69
System Installation, 70, 74, 75
user applications, 87

International character sets, 2
Internet applications

described, 21
determining what you need, 27
requirements for, 61

Internet security, 63

L
LAN (local area network)

hub-spoke configuration, 30
Router requirements, 34
Type 1 Router connection, 15
Type 2 Router connection, 16

LANGUAGE parameter, 120
Language sort order, defined, 127
Languages

character sets, 127, 128
code pages, 128
ECS, 127

Large mail systems, 33
Last name, first name format, 72

LDAP Connector
configuring, 78
described, 21, 78
requirements for installing, 62
uninstalling, 84

Licensing requirements, 57
Link to SMTP

configuring, 77
described, 21
mail relay host name, 73
new feature in cc:Mail, 2
requirements for installing, 61

Lists
post offices, of, 11
users, of, 11

Local users
cc:Mail administrators as, 12
defined, 11

Lotus Fax Server, cc:Mail edition, 139
Lotus Mail

described, 22
requirements for installing, 63
system requirements, 27

Lotus Notes. See Notes.
LotusScript language, 6

M
Macintosh client. See cc:Mail for

Macintosh.
Mail-enabling applications, 108
Mail gateway name, defined, 73
Mail hub, defined, 31
Mail relay host name, defined, 73
Mailboxes

defined, 11
transferring, between post

offices, 19
Managing a cc:Mail system. See

Administration.
Manuals, Lotus cc:Mail, 3
Memory requirements

administrative program, 58
user applications, 58

Message routing configuration,
defined, 29

Messages
defined, 11
importing and exporting, 19
number of post offices based on

volume of, 28
number of Routers based on

traffic, 34
optimizing traffic of, 17
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Mobile. See cc:Mail Mobile.
Mobile users, defined, 11
MS-DOS client. See cc:Mail for

MS-DOS.
MSGMGR parameters, 134
Multilevel hub-spoke 

configuration, 33
in complex systems, 34

Multiple post offices
defined, 12
planning, 29

N
Name format, 72
Naming conventions. See

Conventions.
Network distribution

cc:Mail for Macintosh, 100
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 96
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 101
cc:Mail for Windows, 92
described, 88

New features, 2, 3
Node install, described, 87, 88
Notes

and cc:Mail, 26
described, 26

Novell Requester, 58, 75

O
Optimizing message traffic, 17
Options for installing, 70
Organizer

described, 20
documentation for, 4, 6
installing, 92

OS/2 WPS client. See cc:Mail for
OS/2 WPS.

P
Parameters

ANALYZE, 131
BATCH, 130
CCSAVE, 130
CHKSTAT, 132, 134, 136
difference between Release 8 and

Release 5, 129
DIRSTAT, 132
mapping Release 5 to 

Release 8, 129
MSGMGR, 134

Parameters (cont.)
PCONVERT, 118
RECLAIM, 136, 137
Release 6, 129

Password saving option, 100
Passwords for post offices, 72
PCONVERT

/? parameter, 120
/BACKUP, 119
/BATCH, 120
/CODEPAGE, 120
/DEFAULT, 119
/LANGUAGE, 120
/NOCHECK, 120
/TARGET, 119
CCPOPACK, 125
command-line parameters, 118
converting post offices, 109
described, 117
files converted by, 118
functionality, 117
steps for converting using, 122
syntax, 117
troubleshooting, 125
using batch files, 124

Peer-to-Peer configuration. See Direct
connection configuration.

Peer-to-Peer relationship
described, 43
when to use, 44

Planning a cc:Mail system, 27
Platform requirements, 57
POP3 Server

access requirements, 67
configuring, 78
described, 21
new feature in cc:Mail, 3
requirements for installing, 62

Post office administrator, defined, 12
Post Office Installation

converting post offices, 109
using, 82

Post office name
changing, 71
conventions for, 71

Post office password, conventions
for, 72

Post office systems
ADE relationships. See ADE

relationships.

Post offices
ADE relationships. See ADE

relationships.
Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster

relationship, 39
code pages, 128
concepts, 10
conversion sequence, 111
converting, 74, 114, 121
converting in stages, 116
creating new, 74
current, defined, 11
defined, 10
defining relationships between, 46
determining number of, 28
Division-to-Division 

relationship, 40
Enterprise-to-Enterprise

relationship, 42
exchanging Directory updates

between, 18
forwarding Directory 

updates to, 36
home, defined, 11
Import/Export, 19
installing, 85
language character sets, 128
multiple, 12, 29
number required, 28
Peer-to-Peer relationship, 43
platform requirements, 57
propagating Directory updates

between, 19
Release 5, 139
Release 6 or later release, 109
remote, defined, 11
Router requirements for hub, 35
sending Directory updates to, 18
setting up for different

releases, 140
single, 12
Superior-Subordinate

relationship, 39
synchronizing Directories

between, 18
time requirements for 

converting, 116
types of connections between, 15
upgrading, 74

Predefined ADE relationships, 37
Preparing for installation, 71, 73
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Products
referring to, 8
sales information, 6
technical assistance for, 6

Propagating Directory updates, 19
Propagation flags

default, 44
defined, 44

Propagation types
Broadcaster-to-Broadcaster, 38
Custom, 38
default flags, 44
Division-to-Division, 38
Enterprise-to-Enterprise, 38
None, 38
Peer-to-Peer, 38
predefined, 38, 44
Superior-Subordinate, 38

Protocols for Router, 16
Publications, Lotus cc:Mail, 3

R
RECLAIM

parameters, 136, 137
running, 116, 117, 121

Release 5
compatibility with Release 8, 139
parameters, mapping to 

Release 8, 129
Release 5 post office

converting earlier release post
office to, 113

defined, 109
file conversion, 118

Release 6 and parameters in 
Release 8, 129

Release 6 or later release post office
conversion sequence, 111
converting post office to, 121
defined, 109

Release 8
connection requirements, 58
documentation for, 3
hardware requirements, 58
new features, 2
software requirements, 58

Remote post office, defined, 11
Removing earlier releases of cc:Mail

for MS-DOS, 95

Repropagation, defined, 36
Requirements

administrative applications, 
for, 59

Advanced Messaging Server, 
for, 58

connection, 58
converting post office system, 

for, 114
determining, 57
determining number of post

offices, 28
file server, for, 10
hardware. See Hardware

requirements.
hub post offices, 35
Internet applications, for, 61
licensing, 57
platform, 57
Routers used in hub-spoke

configuration, 30
software. See software

requirements.
system, 57
time, for converting post 

offices, 116
user applications, for, 57, 64

Response files, 90
Router

and message traffic, 34
described, 12, 14
hub-spoke configuration, 30
hub post office requirements, 35
installing, 85
LAN connections, 15
optimizing message traffic, 17
requirements for installing, 59
requirements for LANs, 34
transport protocols, 16
Type 1 connections, 15
Type 2 connections, 16
types of connections, 15
using backups for primary, 17
WAN connections, 15

Router for DOS, 5
Router for NT, 4
Router for OS/2, 5
Routing messages, configuring post

offices for, 29
Rule Agent

options, 80
requirements for installing, 60
restricting use, 81
setting up, 79

S
Security

Internet, 63
post office passwords, 72

Server install
cc:Mail for Macintosh, 100
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 96
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 101
cc:Mail for Windows, 92
described, 87, 88
disk space, 90

Shared-calendaring, defined, 20
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

(SMTP), 21
Single post office system, defined, 12
Software requirements

Admin, 59
administrative applications, 59
cc:Mail Directory Services, 61
cc:Mail for Macintosh, 66
cc:Mail for MS-DOS, 65
cc:Mail for OS/2 WPS, 65
cc:Mail for Windows, 64
cc:Mail Mobile, 66
cc:Mail Web, 62
converting post offices, 115
IMAP Server, 62
Import/Export, 60
Internet applications, 61
LDAP Connector, 62
Link to SMTP, 61
Lotus Mail, 63
POP3 Server, 62
Router, 59
System Installation, 115
user applications, 64

Sort order, defined, 127
Standalone install for cc:Mail for

Windows
described, 88
information needed for, 94

Superior-Subordinate relationship
described, 39
when to use, 39

Support Services, 6
Supported transport protocols, 16
Synchronizing Directories, 18
Syntax, PCONVERT, 117
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System configuration
determining requirements, 57
hardware requirements, 58
large mail system, 33
multilevel hub-spoke, 33
multiple post office system, 12
number of post offices 

required, 28
requirements for converting a

post office, 115
Router connections, 14
single post office system, 12
software requirements, 58

System Installation
Automatic Maintenance, 75
connection requirements for, 58
converting post offices, 109
default directories used by, 74
described, 70
hardware requirements for, 58
new feature in cc:Mail, 2
overview, 74
software requirements for, 58
steps for converting using, 121
steps for using, 75
Windows NT, 74

System requirements
See Hardware requirements;

Software requirements.

T
Tables

ADE relationships, examples 
of, 49

ANALYZE parameters, 131
batch files to make disk sets, 105
cc:Mail product reference, 8
CCSAVE parameters, 130
CHKSTAT parameters, 132, 

134, 136
code-page numbers, 128
conventions used in this guide, 7
installing and distributing user

applications, 87
language sort order, 127
PCONVERT file conversion, 118
products and post office

compatibility, 110
propagation types, 44
RECLAIM parameters, 137

Tables (cont.)
requirements for administrative

applications, 59
requirements for complete

Release 8 Messaging Server, 58
requirements for Internet

applications, 61
requirements for user

applications, 64
transport protocols, 17

TARGET parameter, 119
TCP/IP, configuration of, 73
Technical support, 6
Third-party products, 139
Time requirements for converting

post offices, 116
Transport protocols, 16
Troubleshooting VIM DLL runtime

problems, 106
Type 1 Router connections

described, 15
multilevel hub-spoke

configurations, 34
Type 2 Router connections, 34

described, 16
multilevel hub-spoke

configurations, 34

U
Unicode Support, 2
Universal naming convention,

defined, 3
Upgrading. See also Converting.

database versions, 113
post offices, 113

Upgrading earlier release post
offices, 113

Upgrading post offices, 74
User applications

described, 22
distributing, 87
installing, 87
requirements for, 57

Users
local, 11
mobile, 11
number of post offices required to

accommodate, 28

Utilities
ANALYZE, 112, 116, 117, 121
CHKSTAT, 116, 117, 121
disabling prompts, 130
for administration, 14
RECLAIM, 116, 117, 121

V
Versions, checking database, 112
VIM (Vendor Independent

Messaging)
described, 20
installing, 106
search path for DLLS, 106
troubleshooting runtime

problems, 106

W
WAN (wide area network)

Router requirement, 15
Type 1 Router connection, 15
Type 2 Router connection, 15

Windows client. See cc:Mail for
Windows.

Windows NT
System Installation, 74
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